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Can a Democrat Get Into Heaven?: Politics, Religion, and Other Things You Ain't Supposed to Talk About, Anne Shelby ,

2006, 0977874508, 9780977874507. Borrowing its title from a question actually asked by one of the author's neighbors,

'Can a Democrat get into Heaven?' is a collection of Anne Shelby's provocative columns published in Kentucky

newspapers during the 21st Century. From politics & religion to personalities, rural lore & everyday living, Shelby's

articulate take on our world and our times is unique. 'Can a Democrat get into Heaven?' (subtitled 'Politics, Religion and

Other Things You Ain't Supposed to Talk About') is filled with wit, warmth, wisdom and just the right amount of

wackiness. This book can educate readers on the difference between regional stereotypes and intellectual reality. It'll

make you laugh and it'll make you think - a perfect one-two punch. So ... CAN a Democrat get into heaven Read Anne

Shelby on this and other topics, and prepare to be fascinated. This latest work by one of Appalachia's most eloquent and

controversial writers is published (with a foreword by Gurney Norman) by MOTES, an imprint of Louisville-based

EvaMedia. As Norman notes in his foreword, "Anne's rare and beautiful language gift has raised the writing of the

traditional personal column to an art." ISBN 0-9778745-0-8

Alan Paton: A Biography, Peter F. Alexander , 1995, 0195713605, 9780195713602. Best remembered as the author of

Cry, the Beloved Country, Alan Paton's reputation extends beyond the fields of fiction and literature to his roles as a

teacher, prison reformer, and politician. In this new biography, Peter Alexander sets out to explore not only the public

figure, but also the private man about whom much less is known.

National Institute for Medical Research: Annual Report and Prospectus 2009/2010, National Institute for Medical Research

(Great Britain) , 2010, 0954630270, 9780954630270. 

Let's Fall in Love 'Til Wednesday: An Adventure of the Heart, Joan Wendland , 1995, 0964436906, 9780964436909. 

Just Because I Don't Know What It Is, Andrea Canfield , 2003, . This picture book of old postcards and photographs

depicts oddities, anomalies, trailer parks and insane asylums the author has gathered in her travels.

Cognac, Nicholas Faith , 2005, 1840009020, 9781840009026. Presenting the most up-to-date illustrated guide to

cognac! Here is the intriguing history of this delicious spirit, and a discussion of its increasing prominence in todays

markets. The first part explores the intricate and diverse methods of producing cognac, and tells the extraordinary story

of a brandy-producing region that fought to establish its own name and place. The second section describes how to get

the most enjoyment out of drinking this superb liquor, and offers a selection of cocktail recipes. There is also advice on

choosing the perfect cognac glass, matching different ages and styles to your personal taste, and even pairing a glass

with a fine cigar. A directoryillustrated with cognac labelsprofiles more than 100 top varieties, and provides details on the

producer plus the authors own tasting notes. Nicholas Faiths first wine book, The Winemasters, was published in 1978

and won the Andr Simon award. He is the author of Mitchell Beazleys Classic Wine Library Cognac, which won the
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Gourmand Best Spirit Book 2004, as well as other well-received works on Champagne and on major Bordeaux chteaux.

Max Weber's Sociology of Intellectuals, Ahmad Sadri , 1992, 0195065565, 9780195065565. The social role of

intellectuals was a pervasive motif in Max Weber's thought, particularly in his works on religion and politics. In his study

of world religions, Weber asked such questions as: What is the relation of ideas to social reality? Do the carriers of new

ideas create them independently or do they reflect class or other stratum bound traditions? Comprehensively examining

and extending Weber's work on the subject, Ahmad Sadri provides a new perspective on intellectuals and the

intelligentsia and their respective roles in society. He also provides a synthetic typology of intellectuals which spans both

Eastern and Western traditions. Sadri provides a provocative and convincing defense of an heuristic approach to theory

as well. The work is further augmented with five appendices discussing such issues as: Weber on the "Positivist-

Intuitionist" controversy; Winch, Schutz, and Oakes on the verification of ideal types; Weber and Islam; ideologies and

counter-ideologies of intellectuals; and methodology and epistemology. Many attempts have been made by scholars to

explain the roles and functions of intellectuals and intelligentsia, each remaining embedded in their commitments to

various ideologies. In this work, Sadri synthesizes a review of writers from Europe, as well as Russia and the United

States. He also presents a paradigm that focuses on the characteristics that distinguish intellectuals from the

intelligentsia.

Death in Cyprus, M. M. Kaye , 1990, 0140112308, 9780140112306. 

Bioethics: An Introduction for the Biosciences, T. B. Mepham , 2005, 0199267154, 9780199267156. Bioethical issues

have become the increased focus of public attention in recent years, with debate continuing to rage over issues including

genetic modification, animal cloning, and 'designer babies'. With public opinion often driven by media speculation, how

can we ensure that informeddecisions regarding key bioethical issues are made in a reasoned, objective way? Bioethics:

An Introduction for the Biosciences offers a fresh, balanced introduction to the field of bioethics ideal for any biosciences

student who is new to the subject. The opening section, 'The Theorectical background to Bioethics', introduces students

to the nature of bioethics and ethicaltheory. The book goes on to lead students through a broad range of bioethical

issues relating to people, animals, plants and the environment, before concluding with an overview of bioethics in

practice. With a focus on developing the students' power of reasoning and judgement, the book presents different

perspectives to common themes in an impartial way, fostering debate and discussion. The current generation of students

will become the next generation of decision makers. Bioethics: An Introduction for the Biosciences is the perfect

introduction to a field with which every biosciences student should be familiar. Online Resource Centre Features a web

link library and latest further information sources, updated on an ongoing basis, to give students ready access to a broad

pool of additional resources

Wireless Telegraphy Bill [H. L. ], Stationery Office, The , 1997, . 
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Instructor's Resource Manual for Intermediate Algebra, Charles P. McKeague , 1982, 0124847714, 9780124847712. 

Ready to Read - Chapter Books Einstein Champion of the World (X6), Alan Trussell-Cullen , 1999, . 

Marx and the Millennium: A Short Guide to the Universe, Frank Williamson , 1999, 095340000X, 9780953400003. 

Conscious Entrepreneurs: A Radical New Approach to Purpose, Passion and Profit, Christine Kloser , 2008, 0979855470,

9780979855474. Are you among the millions of entrepreneurs who are awakening to the new, conscious model for

business success? This new model is about you finding the sweet spot in your business (and your life) that blends

purpose and passion with profit. I m sure you ll agree your business should thrive in the spiritual realm, and makes nuts-

and-bolts sense in the physical realm... by being profitable while helping to serve the positive transformation of our world

Conscious Entrepreneurs is the answer you ve been looking for. Inside this book, 47 conscious entrepreneurs reveal their

personal stories, strategies and successes so you can experience your highest and best success, too!

The Law & Society Reader, Richard L. Abel , 1995, 0814706185, 9780814706183. This book seeks to provide answers to

everything you ever wanted to know about the law?except what the rules are or ought to be. For centuries, the law has

been considered a neutral, objective arena that sets societal standards and in which conflicting forces resolve disputes.

More recently, however, the interaction between law and society has been recognized as a two-way street: society clearly

exacts a considerable influence on the practice and evolution of law. Further, the discrepancy between what the law

mandates and what the social reality is has served as evidence of the chasm between theory and practice, between the

abstraction of law and its actual societal effects. Examining such issues as the limits of legal change and the capacity of

law to act as a revolutionary agent, the essays in this book offer a well-rounded introduction to the relationship between

law and society. By focusing on flashpoint issues in legal studies?equality, consciousness and ideology, social control--and

making ample use of engaging case studies, The Law and Society Review provides an invaluable resource for scholars

and students alike.

Life After a Painful Divorce, Jonathan K. Sanders , 2010, 0981743668, 9780981743660. Divorce hurts men too! Are you

imprisoned in a marriage of verbal assault and felonious neglect? Has the fear of failure and opinions of others held you

hostage? Determined to break free of the strongholds that held him captive, J. K. apprehended inner peace and received

a pardon from the Lord. In Life After a Painful Divorce (LAPD), Jonathan Sanders exposes the feelings, fears and inner

turmoil that pursued him during his divorce. Without blame or accusation, he delves into a man's perspective on the

transition from hurt to healing. Grounded in biblical hope that transcends gender, Sanders reassures you that your life is

just beginning. You've been served! After reading this book, you will learn God's forgiveness applies to the divorced

Practical techniques and spiritual revelations to flourish after divorce You deserve happiness, hope and complete

wholeness

The Neural Basis of Reading, , Piers Cornelissen, Peter Hansen, Morten Kringelbach, Ken Pugh , 2010, 019530036X,
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9780195300369. Reading is a unique human ability that has become very pivotal for functioning in our world today. As

modern societies rely extensively on literacy skills, and as reading disabilities have profound personal, economic and

social consequences, it is surprising that we have a very underdeveloped scientific understanding of the neural basis of

reading and visual word recognition in the normal brain. A better understanding of normal reading processes could help

individuals with developmental dyslexia and other reading disabilities, and also inform our strategies for improving early

learning and carrying out effective interventions. Neuroimaging offers a unique window on reading through which we

have achieved profound insights into its neural correlates in both health and disease, and has also raised important

questions that have generated much scientific debate.This book addresses some of the fundamental questions in reading

research. Piers Cornelissen, Peter Hansen, Morten Kringelbach, and Ken Pugh have brought together some of the leading

scientists to provide comprehensive articles that shed light on the neural basis of reading. Its broad-yet-integrative

treatment is divided into three parts: 1) behavioural data and modelling (with direct implications for neuroimaging), 2)

neuroimaging, and 3) impaired reading. The book will be a useful resource for everyone interested in the reading brain,

particularly those in neuroimaging, cognition and attention, sensation and perception, language, development and aging,

education, and computational modelling.

Ginn Reading Steps: Level L., Iris Zammit , 2002, . 

Grandpa's Old Gramophone : Poems, David Dawson , 2005, 0968048943, 9780968048948. 

Chemical weapons implementing legislation: hearing before the Committee on the Judiciary, United States Senate, One

Hundred Fifth Congress, first session, on S. 610 ... May 13, 1997, Volume 4, , , United States. Congress. Senate.

Committee on the Judiciary , 1998, 0160572509, 9780160572500. 

The Complete Typographer: A Manual for Designing with Type, Will Hill , 2005, 0131344455, 9780131344457. The

Complete Typographer starts by tracing the evolution of the printed word, from Gutenberg and the advent of movable

type through to the new digital typography of the 21st century. It then moves on to the actual business of working with

type, introducing the terminology of typeface design, the fundamentals of page layout, and aspects of display typography

and new media typography. The final, main section of the book is a directory of typefaces, organized into 14 categories

based on historical origins and visual characteristics. Each category features an overview of the type's evolution and

characteristics; inspirational examples of the type in action; detailed examination of key fonts within the group, including

full alphabets and sample text settings; and listings of other typefaces within the category.This new edition of the classic

typography textbook has been brought completely up to date to include all the latest developments in computer

technology. It offers an appealing and informative introduction to the subject of type that will be invaluable for the

interested non-specialist or novice as well as for design students of all levels.

Sm Physics P/M, Giancoli , 1998, . 
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Homily Grits Daily Discipline: Applied Truth And Proactive Prayer, Robert W. VanHoose , 2004, 0974261238,

9780974261232. A one year inspirational daily diet of encouragement and spiritual growth through practical applications

of Scripture for everyday living. The proactive prayer format will help develop the discipline of writing prayers that has

been such a blessing to many people. Ideal for home schooling, and as a textbook for religion classes.

Comptr Netwrks& Lab Mnl Data& Comptr Comm Pk, ANONIMO , 2004, 0131551507, 9780131551503. 

ABSITE Review Manual 2005: A Study Guide for the American Board of Surgery In-Training Examination, Richard E.

Dean, Michigan State University. Integrated General Surgery Residency, American Board of Surgery , 2005, 0975866613,

9780975866610. 

State court systems, Henry Robert Glick, Kenneth Nelson Vines , 1973, 0138429979, 9780138429973. 

, , , . 

New Writing 7, Volume 7, Carmen Callil, Craig Raine , 1998, 0099545616, 9780099545613. The seventh volume in the

British Council's New Writing series. From some of Britain's most formidable literary talent, it places new names alongside

more established ones, and offers contributions ranging from poetry to essays, and from short stories to previews of

novels in progress.

The Most Powerful Idea Ever Discovered, John Bryant , 1987, 0961744456, 9780961744458. 

Timmy, Lucy Lawrence, Cindy Hunnam , 1989, 0947328394, 9780947328399. 

Mysterious Encounter, Georgia Mantis , 2010, 0957967519, 9780957967519. Erica Francis had never asked for anything

complex in her life all she wanted was a happy marriage, a normal husband, healthy children and a house to call her

own. But destiny had already mapped out her life and her marriage of ten years was over, her only child had been

diagnosed with a disability and the house she had dreamed of all her life was in jeopardy. All she needed in her life was

someone she could confide in a best friend, a lover, her soul-mate. She had hoped she would cross paths with this

person in this lifetime, but her past had taught her, that she was a man magnet for attracting Mr Wrong and the last

place she was expecting to find love was on the internet. Until Troy Baxter appeared online young, hot and half naked,

she wasn't intending to add him as a friend as conservative types were her taste. But he pursued her and she rather

enjoyed the chase, so she thought it would be fun to flirt with him. She had no idea that he was keen on her, she was on

the other side of the world in Australia and he was in a foreign country, far away from her. But there was an immediate

spark between them, that she just couldn't shake and she felt a longing for him. The only problem was that he was

hiding a deep, dark secret, from his past that threatened to ruin everything. Erica wondered if he was even the same

person online as in real life, as she had often been short changed by men, posting fake photos on the internet. When

Troy was reluctant to reveal his true identity, Erica began to wonder what else he was hiding and she had begun to get

suspicious of his motives. When she finally meets him she cannot believe her fate, as she seeks to unravel the truth. She
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always knew her life was full of unexpected surprises, mostly tragic ones, but this one was the icing on the cake!

Native Women of Courage, Kelly Fournel , 2007, 0977918327, 9780977918324. Native Women of Courage profiles ten

outstanding women leaders in the Native community. All of these successful, trailblazing women are stellar role models

who have raised the profile of indigenous culture in North America. From heroines of the past to women making history

today, this exciting work of non-fiction reminds readers of the extraordinary contributions of Native American women to

our daily lives and to our country's social fabric. Winona LaDuke (Anishinaabeg) - Author, environmentalist, vice-

presidential candidate Sarah Winnemucca (Paiute) - First Native American woman to write and publish a book Maria

Tallchief (Osage) - Prima ballerina with the New York City Ballet Mary Kim Titla (Apache) - First Native American

television news reporter in Arizona Sandra Lovelace Nicholas (Maliseet) - Petitioned the United Nations on behalf of First

Nations women's rights, and won Susan Aglukark (Inuit) - Singer/songwriter and winner of 3 Juno music awards Wilma

Pearl Mankiller (Cherokee) - First woman Chief of the Cherokee Nation Susan Rochon-Burnett (Metis) - First woman to be

granted a Canadian FM broadcasting license Lorna B. Williams (Lif'wat First Nation) - Educator who developed native

curriculum for First Nations schools in Canada Pauline Johnson-Tekahionwake (Mohawk) - Author and early advocate for

Native women's rights The Native Trailblazer Series shines a spotlight on the contributions of Native Americans and First

Nation Canadians who provide inspirational role models for young readers. High interest text and easy to read format is

ideal for teen and adult literacy programs. 

Blood Trail, Nancy Springer , 2003, 0823417239, 9780823417230. Jeremy and Aaron, 17, have been inseparable since

second grade. Now Aaron has been brutally murdered, his body mutilated with 73 knife wounds. In small-town Pinto

River, rumors aboundand spread like wildfire. First there is total disbelief that this could happen. Then the community is

sure that a psychotic serial killer is on the loose. But Jeremy has kept one small fact from the police: Aaron told him that

he was afraid of his twin brother, Nathan. Springer captures feelings of fear, grief,anger, and revenge. Her direct, simple

vocabulary and sentence constructions contribute to an accessible book for less capable and reluctant readers. The

dynamics of two families, the community, and the police investigation keep readers guessing, even though the ending is

predictable. A quick and easy read.

The Law on Performances by Children: A Guide to the Children (Performances) Regulations 1968 and Related Statutory

Provisions, Great Britain. Home Office , 1968, 0113400241, 9780113400249. 

The European Communities (Lawyer's Practice and Services of Lawyers) (Amendment) Regulations 2008, Great Britain ,

2008, 0110808479, 9780110808475. Enabling power: European Communities Act 1972, s. 2 (2). Issued: 21.01.2008.

Made: 15.01.2008. Laid: 16.01.2008. Coming into force: 11.02.2008. Effect: S.I. 1978/1910; 2000/1119 amended.

Territorial extent & classification: E/W/NI. General. EC note: The amendments made in these Regulations are made in

consequence of the Treaty concerning the accession of Bulgaria and Romania to the European Union, signed at
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Luxembourg on 25th April 2005. These Regulations implement the adaptations to Article 1(2) of the Services Directive

made by Council Directive 2006/100/EC. With correction slip dated June 2009

Life of A Chihuahua Coloring Book #20, L. Royer Art , 2009, 0982667981, 9780982667989. 

Rock Garden Handbook for Beginners, J. Ferreri , 1999, 0967509319, 9780967509310. 

For All These Rights: Business, Labor, and the Shaping of America's Public-Private Welfare State, Jennifer Klein , 2006,

0691126054, 9780691126050. The New Deal placed security at the center of American political and economic life by

establishing an explicit partnership between the state, economy, and citizens. In America, unlike anywhere else in the

world, most people depend overwhelmingly on private health insurance and employee benefits. The astounding rise of

this phenomenon from before World War II, however, has been largely overlooked. In this powerful history of the

American reliance on employment-based benefits, Jennifer Klein examines the interwoven politics of social provision and

labor relations from the 1910s to the 1960s. Through a narrative that connects the commercial life insurance industry,

the politics of Social Security, organized labor's quest for economic security, and the evolution of modern health

insurance, she shows how the firm-centered welfare system emerged. Moreover, the imperatives of industrial relations,

Klein argues, shaped public and private social security. Looking closely at unions and communities, Klein uncovers the

wide range of alternative, community-based health plans that had begun to germinate in the 1930s and 1940s but that

eventually succumbed to commercial health insurance and pensions. She also illuminates the contests to define

"security"--job security, health security, and old age security--following World War II. For All These Rights traces the fate

of the New Deal emphasis on social entitlement as the private sector competed with and emulated Roosevelt's Social

Security program. Through the story of struggles over health security and old age security, social rights and the welfare

state, it traces the fate of New Deal liberalism--as a set of ideas about the state, security, and labor rights--in the 1950s,

the 1960s, and beyond.

No Child Left Behind Guide& Idea Amended Pkg, ANONIMO , 2005, 0131756281, 9780131756281. 

The Library Guide to Managing Computers, Library Press, Incorporated , 2002, 0972053719, 9780972053716. 

Ems: The Job of Your Life, Devin Kerins , 2002, 158776122X, 9781587761225. You hear the sirens wailing behind and

pull to the side just as the ambulance breezes past you at a seemingly break-neck speed. You see through the rear

windows, the EMT inside is laughing as he converses with the patient. Have you ever wondered what goes on inside?

Here is your chance to clim & inside and see what really happens beneath the sirens. EMS: The Job of Your Life takes

you behind the wheel and into the heart of chaos as you read about the ups and downs of one of the most dangerous

professions in the world.

Thomas Cranmer's Doctrine of Repentance: Renewing the Power to Love, Ashley Null , 2000, 0199210004,

9780199210008. Self-serving lackey, self-deceiving puppet, Swiss Protestant partisan, or sensible Erasmian humanist:
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which, if any, was Thomas Cranmer? For centuries historians have offered often bitterly contradictory answers. Although

Cranmer was a key participant in the changes to English life brought about by the Reformation, his reticent nature and

lack of extensive personal writings have left a vacuum that in the past has too often been filled by scholarly prejudice or

presumption. For the first time, however, this book examines in-depth little used manuscript sources to reconstruct

Cranmer's theological development on the crucial Protestant doctrine of justification. The author explores Cranmer's

cultural heritage, why he would have been attracted to Luther's thought, and then provides convincing evidence for the

Reformed Protestant Augustinianism which Cranmer enshrined in the formularies of the Church of England. For Cranmer

the glory of God was his love for the unworthy; the heartof theology was proclaiming this truth through word and

sacrament. Hence, the focus of both was on the life of on-going repentance, remembering God's gracious love inspired

grateful human love.

Hydropower Sustainability Assessment Protocol: Background Document, International Hydropower Association , 2011,

095662281X, 9780956622815. 

Compensation administration, David W. Belcher , 1955, 0131541617, 9780131541610. 

Encyclopedia of the Unexplained: Magic, Occultism, and Parapsychology, Richard Cavendish, Joseph Banks Rhine , 1974,

0140191909, 9780140191905. Articles on extrasensory perception, spiritualism, dreams, witchcraft, and reincarnation

explore the world of the supernatural

Heat Energy, Anthea Maton , 1995, 0139799982, 9780139799983. 

Resistance: Jews and Christians Who Defied the Nazi Terror, Nechama Tec , 2013, 0199912629, 9780199912629.

Nechama Tec's Defiance, an account of a Jewish partisan unit that fought the Nazis in the Polish forests during World

War II, was turned into a major feature film. Yet despite the attention this film brought to the topic of Jewish resistance,

Tec, who speaks widely about the Holocaust and the experience of Jews in wartime Poland, still ran into the same

question again and again: Why didn't Jews fight back? To Tec, this question suggested that Jews were somehow

complicit in their own extermination. Despite works by Tec and others, the stereotype of Jewish passivity in the Holocaust

persists. In Resistance, Tec draws on first-hand accounts, interviews, and other sources to reveal the full range of tactics

employed to resist the Nazi regime in Poland. She compares Jewish and non-Jewish groups, showing that they faced

vastly different conditions. The Jewish resistance had its own particular aims, especially the recovery of dignity and the

salvation of lives. Tec explores the conditions necessary for resistance, including favorable topography, a supply of arms,

and effective leadership, and dedicates the majority of the book to the stories of those who stood up and fought back in

any way that they could. Emphasizing the centrality of cooperation to the Jewish and Polish resistance movements of

World War II, Tec argues that resistance is more than not submitting--that it requires taking action, and demands

cooperation with others. Whereas resilience is individual in orientation, Tec writes, resistance assumes others. Within this
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context, Tec explores life in the ghettoes, the organizations that arose within them, and the famous uprising in Warsaw

that began on January 18, 1943. She tells of those who escaped to hide and fight as partisans in the forests, and

considers the crucial role played by women who acted as couriers, carrying messages and supplies between the ghetto

and the outside world. Tec also discusses resistance in concentration camps, vividly recounting the Auschwitz-Birkenau

camp uprising on October 7, 1944. The refusal of the rebel leaders to give information under unspeakable torture, Tec

displays, was just one more of the many forms resistance took. Resistance is a rich book that forever shatters the myth

of Jewish passivity in the face of annihilation.

Vital Board Review: Internal Medicine Board Review, , 2006, 0979071100, 9780979071102. Concise high-yield review

course for the American Board of Internal Medicine Certification/Recertification Exam. This book summarized the most

important concepts for the test. It is written in a simple question-answer format, and it is an excellent crash course for

the ABIM exam.

Official Journal of the European Communities, Office for Official Publications of the European Communities , 1989,

0119672391, 9780119672398. 

International Chamber of Commerce Arbitration, William Laurence Craig, William W. Park, Jan Paulsson , 2000,

0379213923, 9780379213928. International Chamber of Commerce Arbitration is a hands-on guide providing a critical

evaluation of the advantages and disadvantages at every step in the arbitral process including practical facts, figures,

pragmatic suggestions and warnings.The book is essential to anyone who is involved in ICC arbitration, or who may have

to consider the use of an ICC arbitration clause. Published in cooperation with the International Chamber of Commerce,

this text covers every aspect of ICC arbitration. The authors, seasoned experts, provide adetailed description of the

arbitral process from the formation of the agreement to arbitrate to the appeal of the enforcement, covering in detail the

important rulings of the ICC and their potential impact on future awards. Appendices include a table of cases, table of

arbitral awards, table ofauthorities, table of articles on the 1998 ICC Arbitration Rules, and a comprehensive index.

The Dolphin People: A Novel, Torsten Krol , 2009, 0061672963, 9780061672965. Shortly after the end of WWII, sixteen-

year-old Erich Linden and his family have fled Germany and joined Erich's uncle, Klaus, in Venezuela, where they will

begin a new life. But, en route to Klaus's outpost further inland, they encounter a storm and their plane crashes in the

middle of the jungle. Stranded deep within Amazonia with no hope of rescue, they are discovered by the Yayomi, a

violent and superstitious Stone Age tribe. The Yayomi believe the strangelooking foreigners are freshwater dolphins in

human formand the Lindens believe that as long as they can keep up the bizarre ruse they'll be safe. But the jungle is a

dark, mysterious place, and no place for a family of sham dolphin-people who are ultimately left with only two choices: to

escape or to die trying. 

Science Unit Studies for Homeschoolers and Teachers, Susan Kilbride , 2010, 1450244661, 9781450244664. If you are a
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homeschooler or teacher who is looking for fun ideas on how to teach science, then this book is for you! Its hands-on

approach is designed to capture student s interest and promote a love of science and learning. The first ten chapters are

for younger children ages 4-7, while the second ten chapters are for children ages 8-13. Each chapter is filled with fun

science activities that teach a particular science concept. The activities are designed to use common household items, so

you won t need to buy lots of expensive scientific equipment or chemicals. This book is sure to get your kids loving

science!

Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry: Reproducable Teaching Unit, James Scott , 1995, 1580490360, 9781580490368. 

Legal and Regulatory Environment S/G, Henry R. Cheeseman , 2004, 0131465481, 9780131465480. 

Sixth Annual State Forum of Committees on the Ageing: Papers, , 2001, 0958601046, 9780958601047. Sixth annual

state forum of committees on the ageing: papers.

Toothtime with Chomper, Chris Friden , 2008, . Chomper the crocodile shows off some snappy tooth-brushing in the

Bedtime Jungle.

British Teapots & Tea Drinking 1700-1850: Illustrated from the Twining Teapot Gallery, Norwich Castle Museum, Robin

Emmerson , 1992, 0117015091, 9780117015098. 

Estimated radiation doses to Yakama tribal fishermen: an application of the Columbia River dosimetry model developed

for the Hanford Environmental Dose Reconstruction Project, Deward E. Walker, Lawrence W. Pritchard , 1999,

096699180X, 9780966991802. 

Dianne Bos : Camere Illuminati, Bos, Dianne, Carol Podedworny, University of Waterloo. Art Gallery , 2002, 0969382332,

9780969382331. 

The Registered Pension Schemes (Co-ownership of Living Accommodation) Regulations 2006, Great Britain , 2006,

0110739450, 9780110739458. Enabling power: Finance Act 2004, s. 173 (8) (a). Issued: 31.01.2006. Made: 25.01.2006.

Laid: 26.01.2006. Coming into force: 06.04.2006. Effect: None. Territorial extent & classification: E/W/S/NI. General

Meroogal, Nowra: A History and a Guide, James Broadbent, Joy Hughes, Meredith Walker , 1988, 0949753394,

9780949753397. MEROOGAL AT NOWRA: A HISTORY AND GUIDE covers the architecture, family history, and

conservation of this historic building. Many color photographs, a tour of the property, and a family tree make this an

essential book for anyone who has visited the property.

Richmond's Wartime Hospitals, Calcutt, Rebecca Barbour , , . 

, , , . 

The Nothing Left Out Home Improvement Book, Tom Philbin, Fritz Koelbel , 1982, 0136243460, 9780136243465. Tells

how to paint, build porches, counters, and shelves, and install windows, doors, paneling, suspend ceilings, and flooring,

and identifies which tasks are most difficult
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A Mouse Among Us: And Other Critters, Allen Parker , 2004, 1413740529, 9781413740523. Allen Parker, known for his

down home-style of humor, delivers the funniest book of his career. From the success of Nudist Among Us, Parker

continues his laughfest with the second collection of stories that are sure to brighten your days and enliven your nights.

Told from Chesteras viewpoint, the stories reveal the human side of our bumbling hero. The characters are real. The

settings are true to their history. The action, of course, is all Parker. Chesteras hallmark catastrophic dilemmas invade

each part of the story with stumbling grace and poise. It is a ballet of laughter on each page.

Units of Work in Careers Education, , 1983, 0949140058, 9780949140050. 

The Healing, Pamela Young , 2010, 0984080414, 9780984080410. A Seattle millionaire's greed and arrogance have left a

life of privilege in shambles. Michael Thornton had a successful business, a beautiful wife, and all the toys that wealth

could buy. Yet his deep seated anger and controlling personality eventually cost him his family, his business, his health

and very nearly his life. Fate takes him to an isolated island in the Pacific Northwest where a Native American healer

gives him one last chance.

Railway Accident: Report on the Collision That Occurred on 25th February 1979 Between Hilsea and Fratton in the

Southern Region, British Railways, Great Britain. Department of Transport, Stationery Office, The , 1980, 0115505318,

9780115505317. 

Practice for Paper Three, Book 4, Jack C. Richards , , . 

Adjusting to democracy: the role of the Ministry of Labour in British politics, 1916-1939, Rodney Lowe , 1986,

0198200943, 9780198200949. Although traditionally depicted as a minor department, the Ministry of Labour was in fact

responsible for employment policy, industrial relations, and unemployment relief at a time that saw the General Strike

and the growth of massive unemployment in Britain. This history of the Ministry of Labour illustrates the changing nature

of government following the advent of universal suffrage in 1918 and provides a comprehensive account of Britain's

interwar political, administrative, and economic policies.

People's Nottingham: A Directory Of Campaigning And Alternative Groups In The City, , , . 

Approaching the Corporate Heart: Breaking Through to New Horizons of Personal and Professional Success, Margot

Cairnes , 2011, 1452534047, 9781452534046. In the revised edition of this ground breaking book, Margot Cairnes

explains that the way most businesspeople think is both outdated and obsolete. Not only does this destroy personal and

business success, it is also emotionally and spiritually damaging. Cairnes, with her years of international leadership

expertise, provides us with an alternative, enticing us to follow the call of our hearts - the call for personal wellbeing and

ultimate success. This is a time of great opportunity for those with the courage to change their thinking and operating

styles - by learning to develop new ways that are in tune with the new era. Margot carefully guides us on our journey

with wisdom, compassion, intelligence, humour and practical commonsense. She discusses the political and personal
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traps we need to manage, and provides invaluable hints on how to support ourselves throughout our personal and

professional lives. "Corporations today need both the 'minds' and the 'hearts' of their employees to succeed in the current

marketplace. This timely well-written book emphasises the importance of this crucial integration in a brilliant manner."

Stephen R CoveyAuthor of the international bestseller "The 7 Habits of Highly Successful People" "Powerful... gentle...

cogent needed... These are the words I would use to describe Margot Cairnes' book: "Approaching the Corporate Heart.

"Ann Wilson Schaef PhDAuthor of "Meditations for Women Who Do Too Much"

SEUPB Annual Report and Accounts for the Period Ended 31 December 2005, Special EU Programmes Body , 2006,

0102940797, 9780102940794. The Special EU Programmes Body (SEUPB), created in December 1999, is one of the six

cross border bodies set up under the British-Irish Agreement establishing implementation bodies in line with the Good

Friday Agreement. It is sponsored by the Department of Finance and Personnel in Northern Ireland and by the

Department of Finance in Ireland. The SEUPB reports to the North/South Ministerial Council and its key functions are to

manage certain EU Structural Funds, such as the EU Programme for Peace and Reconciliation (Peace II) and the

INTERREG IIIA Programme, as well as to support a range of development and regeneration programmes and to monitor

implementation of the Common Chapter in the National Development Plan 2000-2006 for Ireland and the Structural

Funds Plan 2000-2006 for Northern Ireland.

Urban Animal Management: Proceedings of the Fifth National Conference on Urban Animal Management in Australia,

1996, , 1996, 0958761329, 9780958761321. 

Oxford Reading Tree: Stage 4: More Storybooks Nobody Got Wet, Roderick Hunt , 2008, 0198464878, 9780198464877.

This book is part of the phenomenally successful Oxford Reading Tree which is used to teach reading in 80% of primary

schools. The stories within it are about much-loved Biff, Chip and Kipper, their friends and family, and the exciting

adventures they have together. They are carefully graded across 9 stages and contain built-in progression and

vocabulary repetition throughout. Each book includes notes for parents/carers and teaching assistants on the inside

covers. This book is also available as part of a mixed pack of 6 different books or a class pack of 36 books of the same

ORT stage. Each book pack comes with a free copy of up-to-date and invaluable teaching notes.

Think and Grow Fit: A Rational Person's Guide to Getting Fit and Staying That Way Forever, Mark Clemens , 2010,

1440192677, 9781440192678. 

An Australian Compact?: What are the Core Values that All Australians Might Respect?, Donald Horne , 2002,

0958001421, 9780958001427. An Australian compact.

As Far as My Feet Will Carry Me, Josef Martin Bauer, Clemens Forell , 1957, 0786712074, 9780786712076. Originally

published in 1955, As Far as My Feet Will Carry Me has seen international success ever since. It has been translated into

fifteen languages, sold more than 12 million copies, and is the basis for an award-winning German entry at the 2002
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Cannes Film Festival. Recounting an incredible real-life adventure, it tracks the destiny of German soldier Clemens Forrell

who, in the aftermath of WWII, was sentenced to twenty-five years of forced labor in a lead mine in the barren eastern

reaches of Siberia. Subjected to the brutality of the camp and the climate, Forrell dreamed continuously of escapeand

then daringly effected it. From East Cape across the vast trackless wastes of Siberia, for thousands of miles and three

years, with fear as his most intimate companion, Forrell fled treachery and endured some of the most inhospitable

conditions on earth. In a long series of taped interviews with esteemed German author Josef M. Bauer, Forrell unfolded

his remarkable story of survival. Bauer not only reconstructs Forrells arduous journey to the Iranian frontier and freedom;

he also poignantly evokes the emotional content of Forrells brave questemerging as an affecting portrait of a man who

strove and triumphed against all odds.

Medical Armageddon, Michael L. Culbert , 1997, . 

They Call Me Lopey: A Saga of Wilderness Flying, William Lopaschuk, Lynn Shervill , 2009, 0978319524,

9780978319526. 

Spelling Conventions: High Frequency Spelling, Phonics and Language Activities, Book 5, , Harry O'Brien, Lauren O'Brien

, 2009, 0980635241, 9780980635249. Spelling Conventions Activity books 1 ot 6 are Australian syllabus based spelling

books that are designed to develop spelling skills, quickly and efficiently.

Daddy Come Lately, Claire Garden , 2006, . 

The Gramophone Jazz Good CD Guide, Keith Shadwick , 1997, 0902470809, 9780902470804. The edition contains

hundreds of new reviews, recommending the best recordings by all the major jazz artists. This indispensible guide to jazz

CDs is written by top critics from the USA and UK. It also includes a suggested basic jazz library.

The Women of Woden, Robbie Collins , 2006, 0963570323, 9780963570321. Travelers from Twenty-Fourth Century

Earth colonize a new planet. Unable to detect mystical life forms, the explorers mistakenly believe the planet to be

uninhabited. When the settlement descends into explosive internal clashes, the colony's women escape from what has

become an oppressive captivity. Fleeing for their lives, the women establish Woden as their new home. Far distant from

the first site and forever isolated from Earth, they begrudgingly allow the men's community of nearby Hengist under their

rule so that they may all survive. Centuries later, Woden's inhabitants know nothing of Earth. Sam and Jandra, now the

women leaders of Woden, lead their community in saving Woden from enemy forces. As their community prepares for

battle, they begin to learn of Woden's long-unknown past, their attraction for each other, The Realm's Mystics, and the

treachery and deception that soon leads them directly into the middle of The Realm and its struggles. Enter with us

through the gates to Woden. Come and be a part of an epic adventure, as the women leaders of Woden learn about the

mystical realm from which they have been long isolated. Book I in the Mystic Women of The Realm Series.

A Visit with Doctor Marilyn, Sue McConnell-Celi , 1993, 0963690930, 9780963690937. 
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Konie: encyklopedia ilustrowana, W. J. Yenne , 1992, 0969584512, 9780969584513. 

How to Sudoku: Ready Set Go, Richard A. Dolan , 2006, 0978957504, 9780978957506. A unique, large print format with

illustrated how-to-instructions. All the candidate numbers are in place letting the user jump directly to the logic part of

the puzzles and the solving. Since only valid candidate numbers are shown, the user simply crosses off the candidates as

they are eliminated.Number clutter is minimized. Sudoku Trivia.

The Chemistry of the Sulfenic Acids, E. Kuhle , 1973, . 

Department of Transportation and Related Agencies Appropriations for 2003: DoT, Office of Inspector General, , United

States. Congress. House. Committee on Appropriations. Subcommittee on Dept. of Transportation and Related Agencies

Appropriations , 2002, . 

Man from La Manche, Jo Blackmore , 2005, 0973778423, 9780973778427. 

My Children, Listen, Catherine Helene Toye , 2003, 0966308808, 9780966308808. In tragedy, so began one woman's

courageous journey from despair to faith. A scientist by training, Dr. Toye had not relied on faith for answers. She is the

last person she would have expected to offer a first person account of mystical experience. And yet, that was her

experience. For in the depths of physical pain and emotional anguish her eyes and ears were opened to the presence of

God. The extraordinary mystical phenomena she witnessed, the words and messages she heard defied her scientific

training and became her beliefs. While incredible phenomena are recounted, the book is as much about finding the

sacred in daily living -- being open to God in the moment, wherever life brings us. It is an affirmation of meaning in our

present lives and the real fact of an afterlife for every soul. It will bring comfort and inspiration to readers everywhere.

The book began as a gravely ill mother's wish to leave a written legacy of this spiritual life for her own children; but the

book has had its own life and speaks to all God's children. My Children, Listen is a story about finding our way home. It is

a parable of hope and faith. But above all My Children, Listen is a love story.

The Life Divine, Sri Aurobindo , 1990, 0941524620, 9780941524629. The Life Divine explores for the modern mind the

great streams of Indian metaphysical thought, reconciling the truths behind each and from this synthesis extends in

terms of consciousness the concept of evolution. The unfolding of Earth's and man's spiritual destiny is illuminated

pointing the way to a Divine life on Earth. Index.

Directory and Official List of Lodges Under the Grand Lodge of England: 1970, Royal Antediluvian Order of Buffaloes ,

1970, 0950048216, 9780950048215. 

Critical essays on Virginia Woolf, Morris Beja , 1985, 0816187533, 9780816187539. 

The Process of Regeneration, Oletha M. Pinkston , 1991, 0962705500, 9780962705502. 

Interface, Delron Shirley , 2013, . The biblical character Jacob woke up one morning to realize that he was standing at

the very gate of heaven but hadnt realized it. (Genesis 28:17) How often do we have the same experience of being at a
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strategic place yet not recognizing its significance? In this short study, Bible teacher Dr. Delron Shirley leads us through

the process of recognizing the interfaces in our livesdoors that lead us into the world around us, windows that open up

the blessings of heaven to us, and gates that allow us to destroy the influence of hell in the society we live in.

The Nelson Proficiency Workbook, Volume 2, Susan Morris, Alan Stanton , 1994, 017556888X, 9780175568888. This

workbook - offers extensive practice in grammar and vocabulary, starts at post-First Certificate level to build up students'

confidence, includes units on vocabulary and phrasal verbs, can be used to supplement course work and as an aid to

exam revision, and includes an answer key.

The Oak Trees that Talk: Fall, Minnie Dix , 2005, 0972596518, 9780972596510. 

Roman Republican Villas: Architecture, Context, and Ideology, , Jeffrey A. Becker, Nicola Terrenato , 2012, 047211770X,

9780472117703. The Roman villa is a classic icon of Western culture, and yet villa can be used to cover a multiplicity of

ideas, experiences, and places. In the late Republic and early Imperial periods, villas are inseparable from elite lifestyles,

providing a prestigious setting for leisurely and intellectual pursuits. But how did these advanced buildings come about?

Roman Republican Villas examines key aspects of early villa culture and architecture, with the goal of understanding the

development and deployment of villas in Republican Italy. For instance, where does the "classic" villa architecture

originate? How do writers like Cato the Elder or Varro use the villa to their own advantage? How visible are Republican

villas in the landscape of central Italy? Traditional theories about villa development have been largely focused on

stereotypical ideals of early Roman austerity and industriousness. New work at sites such as the Auditorium, however,

proves the existence of luxurious residences already by the 5th-4th c. BCE, even before the Roman conquest of Italy.

Such recent developments in archaeological fieldwork have begun to reshape the discourse in such a way that old

assumptions are being challenged and, in many cases, found wanting. Within this atmosphere of new discoveries and

reconsideration, scholars are uniquely poised to re-examine the villa and the part it played in the culture of Roman Italy,

in terms of both the material remains and the literary sources. The villa also plays a prominent role in Republican

literature such as the De agri cultura of Cato and the texts of Varro, as the early Latin authors seek to fashion identities

for themselves and the city of Rome. Drawing on diverse source materials, the collected essays of Roman Republican

Villas help to re-center the discussion of Roman villa culture, particularly in light of new evidence offered both by

fieldwork and by new approaches to Republican agricultural writers. This volume brings together scholars of Latin

literature, Roman history, and classical archaeology to offer a multidisciplinary approach to the questions connected to

the emergence and development of villas and their farming culture. With contributions from leading scholars Jeffrey A.

Becker, John Bodel, Stephen L. Dyson, Carin M. C. Green, Brendon Reay, Nicola Terrenato, Mario Torelli, and Rita Volpe,

the viewpoints offered build upon previous scholarship and ask challenging questions about how the evidence of Roman

villas has traditionally been interpreted.
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Hunter Planet, the All Australian Role Playing Game, David Bruggeman , 1985, 0958909806, 9780958909808. 

Innovation, entrepreneurship, and technological change, Albert N. Link, Donald S. Siegel , 2007, 0199268835,

9780199268832. This book presents a reader-friendly analysis and synthesis of the key economic and management

approaches to innovation, entrepreneurship, and technological change. Link and Siegel provide precise definitions of key

concepts, present numerous historical examples to illustrate these concepts, outline a framework for analyzing key topics,

compare and contrast different theoretical frameworks, provide a reader-friendly interpretation of quantitative and

qualitative findings, and emphasize international comparisons of innovation infrastructure and technology policy. Key

topics covered include: DT basic concepts of innovation and technological change, DT a history of the role of the

entrepreneur in innovation, DT the impact of innovation and information technology on performance, DT the analysis of

technological spillovers, DT innovation in the service sector, DT university technology commercialization and

entrepreneurship, including property-based institutions such as research parks and incubators, DT entrepreneurship in

the public sector, DT the first systematic analysis and synthesis of the new interdisciplinary literature on technology

commercialization and entrepreneurship at universities. While the book reflects the complexities of debate around these

topics, it will be an important guide to the area for academics, graduate, and advanced undergraduate students of

Business Studies, Economics, Entrepreneurship, and Innovation Studies. The book also provides a roadmap of specific

recommendations for managers and policymakers.

The Socialist Alternative: Utopian Experiments and the Socialist Party of Maine, 1895-1914, Charles Andrew Scontras ,

1985, 0970052618, 9780970052612. 

Buck: A Tennessee Boy in Korea, Keller Cox, Raymond L. Frazier , 1982, . 

Gifts from the Soul 90 Ways to Enter Your Dreams Book One Personal Dreaming, Connie Kaplan , 2006, . 

Lead Wolf Vs. Lone Wolf, Ryan C. Greene , 2008, 097790346X, 9780977903467. Q. Why does the world need yet

another leadership book? A. Because clearly there are too many people who haven't gotten the message yet. That

message is- If you want a better life, you must create a better YOU! How do you create a better you? You create a better

you by becoming a better LEADER. Becoming a better leader has nothing to do with getting a promotion on your job. It

has nothing to do with getting a new title. It has nothing to do with your boss, family, co-workers or subordinates. The

first person you must learn to lead is yourself and this book is the perfect tool to assist you in that daunting task. Over a

seven week period, Lead Wolf vs. Lone Wolf will systematically assist you with your own personal leadership

development through daily leadership training, activities and reflections. When you speak do people listen? When you

move do people follow? When you call do people answer? Are you a LEAD WOLF or a Lone Wolf?

Foyles: A Celebration, Penny Mountain, Christopher Foyle , 2003, 0954495209, 9780954495206. A light-hearted,

anecdotal history of Foyles published to celebrate the shop's Centenary. It is one hundred years since brothers William
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and Gilbert Foyle embarked on an enterprise that was to become the world's greatest bookshop.

The Perfect War, Sam Lee , 1990, 0962166707, 9780962166709. 

Te Gr K Span SS 08, HSP , 2005, 015349669X, 9780153496691. 

Wintersong : Winter Sequence Haiku, Hyland, Sheila , 2002, 0969547080, 9780969547082. 

Studyguide for Signals and Systems by Oppenheim and Willsky, Isbn 9780138147570, Cram101 Textbook Reviews,

Oppenheim & Willsky , 2012, 1618128930, 9781618128935. Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Virtually all of the testable

terms, concepts, persons, places, and events from the textbook are included. Cram101 Just the FACTS101 studyguides

give all of the outlines, highlights, notes, and quizzes for your textbook with optional online comprehensive practice tests.

Only Cram101 is Textbook Specific. Accompanys: 9780138147570 .

Godly character @ work, , J. Victor Eagan, Catherine B. Eagan , 2003, . 

What Jesus Saw from the Cross, A. G. Sertillanges , 1948, 0918477379, 9780918477378. A meditation on the sufferings

of Jesus. Never has there been spiritual reading as powerful as What Jesus Saw from the Cross, the book that will

intensify your love of Jesus by burning the events of His Passion into your memory and imagination. Written by Rev. A.

G. Sertillanges, this acclaimed devotional classic gives you vivid and dramatic details not included in the Gospel.

Can You Whistle, Johanna?, Ulf Stark , 2005, 0958259828, 9780958259828. Why doesn't Berra have a grandfather? How

can he get one? There are plenty of old men at the retirement home, Ulf suggests. They go there together to find one,

ideally one who eats pig's trotters, invites you to tea and can teach you to whistle. Suggested level: primary,

intermediate.

Psychopathology: A Jungian Perspective, Evelyn Wertenberger , 2003, 0974237205, 9780974237206. Cover glue bound

50lb stock plain white cover with black print. Body of book 20lb plain white stock with black print.

Widowmaker, , Peter Morwood , 1994, 0099312417, 9780099312413. 

Barker College Cadet Unit: 100 Year History 1900-2000, David Cooper , 2003, 0975123203, 9780975123201. 

China This Century, Rafe De Crespigny , 1992, 0195851641, 9780195851649. The history of China in the twentieth

century has been dominated by the struggle for security and prosperity. The pressures of population and foreign

competition destroyed the traditional structures of power and belief, and after forty years of rule, the Communist Party is

now faced with a crisis of confidence brought on by the many obstacles to development, the collapse of the Eastern

Block, and the spread of liberal ideas. Tracing the key political, social, and economic events, this overview provides an

accessible introduction to China's recent past and the problems it must face in the near future.

, , , . 

Imperator: The Life of Gaius Julius Caesar, Philip Katz , 2011, 0983280053, 9780983280057. From Western civilization's

greatest empire came history's most gifted and accomplished man. Emerging from a society populated by powerful men
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with great ambitions, against a backdrop of social change and political upheaval, one man stood as a giant among men.

Almost more than a man, he was an irresistible force of nature. "Imperator - The Life of Gaius Julius Caesar" by Philip

Katz is a fictional recreation of the life of the greatest of all Romans, Gaius Julius Caesar. It is a personal memoir, the

inside story of his world as viewed through his eyes, written in the first person, suppressed by Caesar's successors, only

to be rediscovered in modern times. Born to one of Rome's most prestigious families, Caesar went on to conquer all of

Western Europe in the name of Rome. He then conquered Rome to liberate his countrymen from a corrupt Senate.

Caesar's energy, intellect, and desire for achievement brought him the jealousy and animosity of his peers along with

enormous political opposition. Ultimately, his fight against the corrupt, political establishment and his quest for a more

sustainable society brought him into direct conflict with the ruling class of Rome. Gaius Julius Caesar begins writing his

life story on the heels of the Alexandrian war while spending some time on the Nile in the company of Cleopatra, Queen

and Pharaoh of Egypt, reflecting on the halcyon days of his childhood that quickly gave way to smoldering hostilities

between the great men of the state, followed by the burst into the conflagration of civil war. The lack of information

about Caesar's early life makes these formative years of particular importance to the narrative as his character and

motivations are placed in the context of recorded history. The reader is invited to step back two thousand years to

witness the collapse of the Republic that subjugated the entire Mediterranean world but could not govern itself. With

"Imperator - The Life of Gaius Julius Caesar" author Philip Katz creates an atmosphere in which ancient Rome comes

back to life, seen through the eyes of the man who was the principle instrument of fortune and change, Gaius Julius

Caesar.

Fat Boy Saves World, Ian Bone , 2001, 0743422457, 9780743422451. Teen boarding school reject Susan Bennett

returns to her parents' mansion--the scene of many battles observed by her bloated older brother named Neat, who has

not said one word in eight years. But when their parents are away, Neat suddenly speaks, saying he wants to save the

world. With the help of young street actor Todd, Neat goes on local cable TV and dispenses advice. And when Susan's

parents return home, she decides to face them.

Planning a Positive Ageing Strategy for the City of Ballarat Using the Community Indicators Victoria Survey: Research

Report, Lucy Gunn, Melanie Lowe, Carolyn Whitzman, Melanie Therese Davern, Hannah Badland, Dominique Hes, Lu Aye,

Iain Butterworh, Billie Giles-Corti , 2008, 0980462029, 9780980462029. This research paper, the first arising from this

research program, provides an overview of current academic and policy literature on liveability indicators. This literature

review is intended to inform future work on the impact of planning policy on health and wellbeing outcomes. It is also

intended to inform the current framework of Community Indicators Victoria, a state-wide resource for engaging

communities and local governments around wellbeing, and MUtopia, a modelling and visualisation platform for

developing sustainable precincts. All of these projects have a strong interest in developing indicators that are evidence-
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based, specific and quantifiable, relevant to the Australian policy context, and able to be measured at both city-wide and

neighbourhood-level scales.

The Jewels of Paradise, , Donna Leon , 2012, 0434022284, 9780434022281. Donna Leon has won heaps of critical

praise and legions of fans for her best-selling mystery series featuring Commissario Guido Brunetti. With The Jewels of

Paradise, Leon takes readers beyond the world of the Venetian Questura in her first standalone novel. Caterina Pellegrini

is a native Venetian, and like so many of them, she's had to leave home to pursue her career. With a doctorate in

baroque opera from Vienna, she lands in Manchester, England. Manchester, however, is no Venice. When Caterina gets

word of a position back home, she jumps at the opportunity. The job is an unusual one. After nearly three centuries, two

locked trunks, believed to contain the papers of a baroque composer have been discovered. Deeply-connected in

religious and political circles, the composer died childless; now two Venetians, descendants of his cousins, each claim

inheritance. Caterina's job is to examine any enclosed papers to discover the "testamentary disposition" of the composer.

But when her research takes her in unexpected directions she begins to wonder just what secrets these trunks may hold.

From a masterful writer, "The Jewels of Paradise" is a superb novel, a gripping tale of intrigue, music, history and greed.

A Symphony of Whales, Steve Schuch , 2002, 0152165487, 9780152165482. Glashka can understand whale song--but

with that mysterious power comes great responsibility. When she discovers thousands of whales trapped in a rapidly

freezing inlet, she knows it is up to her to gather the people of her town to help them. Based on an actual event, this

inspiring story follows Glashka and her people as they come to understand the importance of all life. Full-color

illustrations.

I-con, F. Gee Heyward , 2011, . 

An Introduction to the Chemistry of the Sea, Michael E. Q. Pilson , 1998, 0132589710, 9780132589710. Assuming no

advanced knowledge of any single science, this clear survey/teaching text provides a background for most students of

marine science as well as a general base from which the professional marine chemist can progress into specialized

studies.* Highlights the interrelationships that exist among the various marine processes, emphasizing the chemistry of

seawater as a common link. * Provides comprehensive coverage of the carbon dioxide system and its role in most areas

of marine science. * Presents the principles and practices of chemical oceanography with an up-to-date, accurate and

accessible approach, especially with regard to chemical measurement. * Integrates background profiles for essential

topics to place the present state of the field in the context of its origin and development. * Offers a wealth of references

to provide an avenue to reviews, other textbooks or more specialized literature. * Provides tables of numerical values and

constants.

Spellbound: My Journey Through a Tangled Web of Success - The Fatal Flaw Behind - What Was - America's Fastest

Growing Company, Robert Morgan Styler , 1997, 0966237307, 9780966237306. 
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Prentice Hall Mathematics, Algebra 1: Spanish Workbooks Answer Key, Prentice Hall (School Division) , , . 

Sapphires, Lisanne D'Andrea-Winslow , 1998, 0970714106, 9780970714107. 

A Short History of the Naval and Military Operations in Egypt from 1798 to 1802, John M. (John Montagu) Burgoyne, Sir

bart. , 1996, 0968087507, 9780968087503. 

Among Others, Jo Walton , 2012, 1472100441, 9781472100443. 'It doesn't matter. I have books, new books, and I can

bear anything as long as there are books.'Fifteen-year-old Morwenna lives in Wales with her twin sister and a mother

who spins dark magic for ill. One day, Mori and her mother fight a powerful, magical battle that kills her sister and leaves

Mori crippled. Devastated, Mori flees to her long-lost father in England. Adrift, outcast at boarding school, Mori retreats

into the worlds she knows best: her magic and her books. She works a spell to meet kindred souls and continues to

devour every fantasy and science fiction novel she can lay her hands on. But danger lurks... She knows her mother is

looking for her and that when she finds her, there will be no escape.

Europe's 15000 Largest Companies, , 1986, 0948058005, 9780948058004. 

Momma I Aint No Saint!, Angel Williams , 2011, 0983386056, 9780983386056. Jezebel, a sweet, innocent, southern

belle, grows up in a home where only perfect exists. A pastor for a momma isn't easy for her, yet alone, holding in the

deepest secerets that she can't dare expose. Her momma will do anything in her will for her daughter to be a "Saint" and

for herself to uphold her perfect imagine. Jezebel is tired of the tortured and trapped soul. She can't live a day longer

with the hyporcrite and conniving person she calls "momma". At the age of seventeen, she is left on her own to fend for

herself. As small minded as she is, she doesn't know what path in life to take. Jezebel lives the life that is dealt to her,

falling in the fast lane, although she tries to dodge all of its curveballs. She thinks she finally finds herself in life and is

able to kiss her past goodbye. Years down the line, she is granted her family business, which is going to turn her life

around. Her dreams and hopes are now going to be filled with reality. Every saint has a past and every sinner has a

future. Will Jezebel's past huant her? Or, will she be able to live happily in her future?

Bunker Hill: A City, a Siege, a Revolution, Nathaniel Philbrick , 2013, 1446463052, 9781446463055. What lights the

spark that ignites a revolution? What was it that, in 1775, provoked a group of merchants, farmers, artisans and mariners

in the American colonies to unite and take up arms against the British government in pursuit of liberty? Nathaniel

Philbrick, the acclaimed historian and bestselling author of In the Heart of the Sea and The Last Stand, shines new and

brilliant light on the momentous beginnings of the American Revolution, and those individuals - familiar and unknown,

and from both sides - who played such a vital part in the early days of the conflict that would culminate in the defining

Battle of Bunker Hill. Written with passion and insight, even-handedness and the eloquence of a born storyteller, Bunker

Hill brings to life the robust, chaotic and blisteringly real origins of America.

Don't Look Back, Progress Loyd , 2009, 098406270X, 9780984062706. 
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Healing in the Master's Hand: A Book of Healing Prayers for Diseases, Suzanne Cullins , 2004, 097287867X,

9780972878678. 

Tipton this 'n' Tipton that, David Bartley, Tipton Civic Society , 2008, 0956087906, 9780956087904. 

Canadian Workplace Culture: Mastering the Unspoken Rules, Matt Adolphe , 2013, 0986852848, 9780986852848. Every

day newcomers enter the workforce unaware of the unspoken, unwritten rules of workplace conduct. Not knowing those

rules can be the beginning of their undoing; breaking them, making the wrong impression on their new peers can stand

in the way of promotions and success in the workplace. This book explains the 10, generally unspoken, rules that enable

newcomers to the workplace to fit in, become accepted and succeed. Readers discover why, in a non-assertive

environment it is so important to put the feelings of others first, avoid conflict, be diplomatic, and build the strong

rapport with colleagues that leads to success in the workplace. The book sets out from the premise that cultures are

learned and learnable. Some people have simply been learning this particular culture for longer, and their behaviours

reflect a knowledge of a simple set of unspoken rules. This easy read, aimed at a very wide readership, presents a series

of self-reflection quizzes with suggestions on how to keep to the rules.

The Death of Grass, John Christopher , 2009, 0141190175, 9780141190174. At first the virus wiping out grass and crops

is of little concern to John Custance. It has decimated Asia, causing mass starvation and riots, but Europe is safe and a

counter-virus is expected any day. Except, it turns out, the governments have been lying to their people. When the

deadly disease hits Britain they are left alone, and society starts to descend into barbarism. As John and his family try to

make it across country to the safety of his brother s farm in a hidden valley, their humanity is tested to its very limits.

When I Heard Lightning, Jhena Plourde , 2011, 0982942869, 9780982942864. 

Rocky Mountain Flora, James Ells , 2011, 0984221344, 9780984221349. Most wildflower enthusiasts have several or

more books on wildflowers in their libraries, but if you can only have one wildflower book in your pack, make it Rocky

Mountain Flora. Jim Ells spent 25 years working on the first edition of Rocky Mountain Flora. One of the many features of

this second edition is that he has photographed both the flower and plant to aid in identification. An additional feature of

the second edition is that some of the photos from the first edition have been upgraded with the help of volunteer

wildflower photographers. Organized by color and then alphabetically by family name and genus, Rocky Mountain Flora

has images of each flower, the plant, and detailed descriptions of stems, leaves and flowers, and includes the specific

location, elevation, and time of the year the flower was found. A special feature called, "LOOK FOR" helps with quick

plant identification.

The Ten Trusts: What We Must Do to Care for The Animals We Love, Jane Goodall, Marc Bekoff , 2013, 0062316796,

9780062316790. World-renowned behavioral scientists Jane Goodall and Marc Bekoff have set forth ten trusts that we

must honor as custodians of the planet. They argue passionately and persuasively that if we put these trusts to work in
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our lives, the earth and all its inhabitants will be able to live together harmoniously. The Ten Trusts expands the concept

of our obligation to live in close relationship with animals -- for, of course, we humans are part of the animal kingdom --

challenging us to respect the interconnection between all living beings as we learn to care about and appreciate all

species.The world is changing. We are gradually becoming more aware of the damage we are inflicting on the natural

world. At this critical moment for the earth, Goodall and Bekoff share their hope and vision of a world where human

cruelty and hatred are transformed into compassion and love for all living beings. They dream of a day when scientists

and non-scientists can work together to transform the earth into a place where human beings live in peace and harmony

with animals and the natural world.Simple yet profound, The Ten Trusts will not only change your perspective regarding

how we live on this planet, it will establish your responsibilities as a steward of the natural world and show you how to

live with respect for all life.

Unravelling the Threads: A True Story, Leila Merriman , , 0955901502, 9780955901508. 

Between Heaven and Earth: Rootless Algas, Grimanesa Amoros , 2006, 0965427358, 9780965427357. 

Signposts: Workbook. Grade 3, level 10, Isabel L. Beck, Lenore H. Ringler , 1989, 0157180921, 9780157180923. 

West Virginia Tough Boys: Vote Buying, Fist Fighting and a President Named JFK, F. Keith Davis , 2003, 0972486720,

9780972486729. An intimate peek at mountain politics and the 1960 presidential primary campaign. Rich and

straightforward stories of political tomfoolery, vote-buying, and eventual victory for Jack Kennedy in West Virginia's

primary, often sited as the most important and vital primary win in Senator John Kennedy's run for the Whitehouse. The

book features the results of hundreds of hour's worth of interviews and discussions with several Mountain State political

kingpins from yesteryear. Although they are in their twilight years, all are still living and have chosen to tell "inside

information" about their participation in the presidential campaign. They disclose their vivid memories of working directly

with JFK and his family, and with Hubert Humphrey. These influential Democratic factional commandoes - Claude Ellis,

Raymond Chafin, Dan Dahill and others like them - tell interesting, and sometimes humorous stories, about growing up in

rough and poverty stricken southern West Virginia. Then, they explain how they each grew in political power. It's

mountain politics as it once was, and will never be again. West Virginia Tough Boys is chock full of exciting and startling

tales of election money exchanging hands, fraud, half-pints of liquor traded for votes, and the buying of various elections.

Strawberries, Thongs, Barksdale Chloe , 2009, 0982353901, 9780982353905. 

Artistry in Arms: The Art of Gunsmithing and Gun Engraving, R. W. Art Gallery Norton, R.W. Norton Art Gallery , 1971,

0960018247, 9780960018246. 

Son of Blood: Crusades, , Jack Ludlow , 2013, 0749012536, 9780749012533. 12th Century Italy. The domination of the

Normans, the most feared warriors in Christendom, is causing trouble. At their head is the feared Robert de Hauteville,

the "Guiscard", who has colonized much of Italy, but Robert has made many enemies including the ever-powerful papacy
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in Rome. The newly elected Pope Gregory exercises his vendetta against the Normans by encouraging them to sail to

Byzantium and fight the Turks. Robert's first-born son Bohemund, now seventeen, has come to fight in his army. Already

recognized as a formidable warrior, Bohemund seeks to assert his natural right as the heir of Robert's dukedom but it is

not without difficultly as Robert's second son Borsa is now legally entitled to inherit...a battle between the sons is

inevitable and loyalties and blood ties will count for nothing.

, , , . 

Wild Florida by Les Burdge, lester james burdge, 3rd , 2007, 0980181623, 9780980181623. a portfolio of images of

florida wild by les burdge. Flora, Fauna, birds, landscapes.

Glinda of Oz, Lyman Frank Baum , 1920, . Last Oz book and one of the best. Glinda and the Wizard fight an evil witch to

save Dorothy and Princess Ozma. Numerous black-and-white illustrations, 12 color plates by John R. Neill.

2009 ChiroCode DeskBook, D. Henry Leavitt , 2008, 0967710413, 9780967710419. 

Broadhorn: A Novel, Mary Colquett , 1995, 0964889005, 9780964889002. 

Appointments!: A Guide to Police Museums in the UK, Martin Stallion , 2012, 0951818481, 9780951818480. This guide

lists around 60 police force museums and other museums with significant collections of police material and gives

information about their location, contact details, visiting arrangements for individuals and groups, and much more.

Annual Report of the Parliamentary Commissioner for Administration .., Great Britain. Parliamentary Commissioner for

Administration, Stationery Office, The , 1978, 0102157782, 9780102157789. 

Hunting Whitetails by the Moon, Patrick Durkin , 1999, 0873418131, 9780873418133. "Hunting Whitetails by the Moon"

shares insightful yet straight-forward secrets into how the moon affects the white-tailed deer's breeding patterns.

Alsheimer discovered these secrets while working with Vermont biologist Wayne Laroche. With this knowledge, hunters

can predict peak rutting activity so they can be in the woods when deer are most active. -- When and where to expect

peak deer activity. -- Top tis to capitalize on lunar-based deer activity. -- What really triggers peak rutting activity. -- Why

the rut's timing and deer activity vary each fall. -- Yearly predicitions for peak rutting activity. -- The author's best tactics.

Journal Notepads, , 2013, . Stylish notepads, accompanying our 5 Love, Joy, Peace, Faith, and Hope journals. Each

notepad contains 64 pages, delivered in a shrink wrapped pack of 5 notepads. For more information on our journal and

stationery lines visit www.littlepapertrail.com.

Camp Free in B.C., , Craig Copeland, Kathy Copeland , 1995, 0969801629, 9780969801627. 

Beethoven's Concertos: History, Style, Performance, Leon Plantinga , 1998, 0393333450, 9780393333459. Beethoven's

five concertos for piano, his Violin Concerto, and his Triple Concerto rank among the most famous and beloved works in

the concert literature. The composer regarded the piano concertos, which he customarily premiered himself, as very

personal vehicles for conveying his musical thought and performance style. In this book, the first full-length study of
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Beethoven's concertos, Leon Plantinga brings to bear his extensive scholarship in music of the Romantic era to establish

the circumstances surrounding the composition and first performances of these enduring works. He locates them in their

social and musical contexts and discusses the form, style, and affect of each concerto, searching out its eloquent

individuality. Finally, Plantinga looks at the vexing questions surrounding the performance of this repertory today.

A Country Merchant, 1495-1520: Trading and Farming at the End of the Middle Ages, Christopher Dyer , 2012,

0199214247, 9780199214242. Around 1500 England's society and economy had reached a turning point. After a long

period of slow change and even stagnation, an age of innovation and initiative was in motion, with enclosure, voyages of

discovery, and new technologies. It was an age of fierce controversy, in which the government was fearful of beggars

and wary of rebellions. The 'commonwealth' writers such as Thomas More were sharply critical of the greed of profit

hungry landlords who dispossessed the poor. This book is about a wool merchant and large scale farmer who epitomises

in many ways the spirit of the period. John Heritage kept an account book, from which we can reconstruct a whole

society in the vicinity of Moreton in Marsh, Gloucestershire. He took part in the removal of a village which stood in the

way of agricultural 'improvement', ran a large scale sheep farm, and as a 'woolman' spent much time travelling around

the countryside meeting with gentry, farmers, and peasants in order to buy their wool. He sold the wool he produced

himself, and the fleeces he gathered, to London merchants who exported wool through Calais to the textile towns of

Flanders. The wool growers named in the book can be studied in their native villages, and their lives can be

reconstructed in the round, interacting in their communities, adapting their farming to new circumstances, and arranging

the building of their local churches. A Country Merchant has some of the characteristics of a biography, is part family

history and part local history, with some landscape history. Dyer explores themes in economic and social history without

neglecting the religious and cultural background. His central concern is to demonstrate the importance of the peasants'

contribution to a changing economy.

Four Stories for Four Seasons, , 1977, 0133301753, 9780133301755. Four friends--a cat, dog, pig, and frog--share the

delights of each season.

Homework, Margot Livesey , 1991, 0140126627, 9780140126624. In this unforgettable tale of a child driven by

jealously, hatred, and despair, Margot Livesey draws a chilling portrait of what happens when the bonds of blood

threaten the bonds of love. "Arresting . . . Homewok skillfully infuses psychological fright into the ordinary routine of

living".--The New York Times.

The Franchise Annual Directory 1999, , 1999, 0969226772, 9780969226772. Approximately 4,000 franchisor listings,

published annually by INFO FRANCHISE NEWS, INC. since 1969 & known as "The Bible of the Franchise World." Each

listing includes description of business; names, addresses & telephone numbers of contact people; number of company

owned & franchised units; franchise fee, royalty, total investment requirements; & financing available. Guaranteed
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Accurate. Completely updated. There are 48 categorical sections. Geared toward the prospective franchisee, the

Handbook section of the Directory tells how to investigate the franchisor, details problem areas in franchising, outlines

state/provincial & federal regulations, & discusses new trends. "...among franchising directories, THE FRANCHISE

ANNUAL is unique because it includes Canadian & Foreign opportunities. It also differs from those other works in quantity

of entries: the Annual covers more than 500 American firms not included in others. The monthly INFO FRANCHISE

NEWSLETTER updates the Annual & features news items about franchising industry..."--Booklist, Reference Books

Bulletin, American Library Association; "...excellent...Recommended for business collections."--Library Journal; "...a gold

mine of franchising data."--Toronto Star. LIBRARY DISCOUNT. For further details, contact INFO FRANCHISE NEWS, INC.

728 Center St., P.O. Box 550, Lewiston, NY, 14092-0550, Tel. 888-806-2665, FAX: 905-688-7728, E-mail:

infopress@infonews.com, WWW Site: http://infonews.com/franchise.

Infinity Plus: The Anthology, Keith Brooke, Nick Gevers , 2007, 1844164896, 9781844164899. Infinity Plus collects

together stories from some of the leading names in speculative fiction. In 1997 the Infinity Plus website was launched at

www.infinityplus.co.uk to showcase some of the best in SF, fantasy and horror fiction. Infinity Plus features the work of

some of the site's major contributors such as Michael Moorcock, Kim Stanley Robinson, Jeff Vandermeer and others.

These stories have been chosen by the writers themselves - stories dear to their hearts and deserving renewed attention.

Havana, Ismay Atkins , 2005, 1904978835, 9781904978831. The Caribbean outpost of communism that is Cuba holds an

enduring fascination for the free world, redolent of glamour and gamblers, musicians, writers, and mafiosi. Written by

informed residents, "Time Out Havana" highlights all the vibrancy, cultural richness, and architectural beauty of Havana.

Here are authoritative reviews of where to stay, including the rewarding "casas particular" (private homes); and play,

from colorful salsa joints to hip hop clubs. The city's renowned cuisine is profiled, including classy cafes and the lively

"paladars" (independent, state-sanctioned, family-run restaurants). Also showcasing other Cuban destinations of interest,

from beaches to barrios, this second edition features new sidebars, photographs, and listings; updated maps; and a new

culture chapter for context.

Reducing Gun Violence in America: Informing Policy with Evidence and Analysis, Daniel W. Webster, Jon S. Vernick ,

2013, 1421411113, 9781421411118. Amid a growing consensus that the staggering toll of gun violence in the United

States is an urgent public health issue, the Johns Hopkins Universitys Bloomberg School of Public Health has convened

experts on gun policy and violence from the United States and selected other countries to summarize relevant research

and its implications for policymakers and concerned citizens. Legal scholars weigh in on the constitutionality of

recommended policies, and researchers present new data on public support for a wide array of policies designed to

reduce gun violence. Collected for the first time in one volume, this reliable, empirical research and legal analysis will

inform the policy debate by helping lawmakers and opinion leaders identify the policy changes that are most likely to
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reduce gun violence in the United States.Researchers draw on new and existing studies on U.S. gun policies to

demonstrate both the weaknesses of current federal gun policies and the efficacy of various state laws designed to

reduce firearm availability to high-risk groups. By analyzing scientific and legal data, the contributors provide evidence in

support of enhanced regulation and oversight of licensed gun dealers, background checks for private sales, and

purchaser licensing. Lessons from bans of assault weapons and of large-capacity magazines for guns are considered, as

is the promise of "smart guns," which could be fired only by authorized users. Compelling case studies from Australia,

Scotland, and Brazil demonstrate effective policy responses to gun violence that have led to significant reductions in gun-

related deaths. The book concludes with data on public support for strengthening gun laws and Second Amendment

considerations.

Neural models of plasticity: experimental and theoretical approaches, John H. Byrne, William O. Berry , 1989,

0121489566, 9780121489564. 

Invitation to Christian Spirituality: An Ecumenical Anthology, John R. Tyson , 1999, 0195106377, 9780195106374.

Bringing together a wide range of classical and contemporary texts, Invitation to Christian Spirituality: An Ecumenical

Anthology addresses the theory and practice of Christian spirituality in the broadest sense. Arranged chronologically, the

selections are drawn from all major Christian traditions, from Ignatius of Antioch (d. 117) to Desmond Mphilo Tutu,

representing distillations from the formative works of seventy-six great spiritual masters. Issues examined include the

church in the world (Diognetus, Las Casas), purity of intention (Kierkegaard, Phoebe Palmer), prayer (Origen of

Alexandria, Hannah More), religious affectations (Jonathan Edwards, Martin Luther King), Christian freedom (Augustine,

Martin Luther), Christian feminism (Dame Julian, Rosemary Ruether), and the means of grace (Maximus the Confessor,

John Wesley). This timely, eclectic collection considers not only the mystical and theoretical aspects of Christian

spirituality but also its practice; for example, it includes readings about how to pray as well as notable prayers. Most

selections include autobiographical materials from the authors that set the context for their writings. Opening with a

theological survey of themes in Christian spirituality, this volume also includes a historical and theological orientation to

each major period and a theological/biographical introduction to each spiritual master. Indexed by person, key word, and

Bible references, Invitation to Christian Spirituality serves as an ideal text for courses in Christian spirituality, history of

Christianity, and introduction to Christianity.

Learning ActionScript 3.0, Rich Shupe, Zevan Rosser , 2010, 1449397743, 9781449397746. If you're new to ActionScript

3.0, or want to enhance your skill set, this bestselling book is the ideal guide. Designers, developers, and programmers

alike will find Learning ActionScript 3.0 invaluable for navigating ActionScript 3.0's learning curve. You'll learn the

language by getting a clear look at essential topics such as logic, event handling, displaying content, classes, and much

more.Updated for Flash Professional CS5, this revised and expanded edition delivers hands-on exercises and full-color
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code samples to help you increase your abilities as you progress through the book. Topics are introduced with basic

syntax and class-based examples, so you can set your own pace for learning object-oriented programming.Harness the

power and performance of ActionScript 3.0Control sound and video, including new access to microphone dataCreate art

with code by drawing vectors and pixels at runtimeManipulate text with unprecedented typographic controlAnimate

graphics, create particle systems, and apply simple physicsAvoid common coding mistakes and reuse code for improved

productivityLoad SWF, image, text, HTML, CSS, and XML file formats, and moreAuthors Rich Shupe and Zevan Rosser

draw on their experience as Flash developers and instructors to give you a solid ActionScript foundation, revealing ways

you can use code for practical, everyday projects.

The Environmental Gardener: The Solution to Pollution for Lawns and Gardens, Laurence Sombke , 1991, 0942361288,

9780942361285. The Environmental Gardener, the third volume on MasterMedia's environmental series, focuses on what

each of us can do to protect our endangered plant life. A practical source book, written in user-friendly style, it provides

the tools and knowledge so that we can give nature a chance to survive--and without dramatically changing our lives in

the process. Drawings and charts.

Racing with Cornelius Shields and the masters, Cornelius Shields , 1974, 0137502249, 9780137502240. 

A Companion to Relativism, Steven D. Hales , 2011, 1444392484, 9781444392487. A Companion to Relativism presents

original contributions from leading scholars that address the latest thinking on the role of relativism in the philosophy of

language, epistemology, ethics, philosophy of science, logic, and metaphysics.Features original contributions from many

of the leading figures working on various aspects of relativismPresents a substantial, broad range of current thinking

about relativismAddresses relativism from many of the major subfields of philosophy, including philosophy of language,

epistemology, ethics, philosophy of science, logic, and metaphysics

Domino: How Customer Experience Can Tip Everything in Your Business Toward Better Financial Performance, Linda

Ireland , 2008, 0981930204, 9780981930206. Is your customer experience making you money? Costing you money? Do

you know? Like a line of falling dominos, daily actions across your organization form a sequence of events that, if aligned

correctly, build momentum and culminate in what every business wantsoutstanding financial performance. Establishing

what drives daily decisions within your organizationyour front dominowill determine the fluidity of that chain of events,

and the level of profit outcome you achieve. Companies that use customer experience as their front domino reap the

biggest rewards in profitability, growth and sustainability. For the first time, a book about customer experience belongs in

the bookstore's section on financial performance, and vice versa. This how-to volume, rich with practical exercises,

provides a tested blueprint for defining the target customer experience and translating it into an actionable strategy that

will lead to real financial reward.

Christianity, Empire, and the Making of Religion in Late Antiquity, Jeremy M. Schott , 2008, 0812240928,
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9780812240924. In Christianity, Empire, and the Making of Religion in Late Antiquity, Jeremy M. Schott examines the

ways in which conflicts between Christian and pagan intellectuals over religious, ethnic, and cultural identity contributed

to the transformation of Roman imperial rhetoric and ideology in the early fourth century C.E. During this turbulent

period, which began with Diocletian's persecution of the Christians and ended with Constantine's assumption of sole rule

and the consolidation of a new Christian empire, Christian apologists and anti-Christian polemicists launched a number of

literary salvos in a battle for the minds and souls of the empire.Schott focuses on the works of the Platonist philosopher

and anti- Christian polemicist Porphyry of Tyre and his Christian respondents: the Latin rhetorician Lactantius, Eusebius,

bishop of Caesarea, and the emperor Constantine. Previous scholarship has tended to narrate the Christianization of the

empire in terms of a new religion's penetration and conquest of classical culture and society. The present work, in

contrast, seeks to suspend the static, essentializing conceptualizations of religious identity that lie behind many studies of

social and political change in late antiquity in order to investigate the processes through which Christian and pagan

identities were constructed. Drawing on the insights of postcolonial discourse analysis, Schott argues that the production

of Christian identity and, in turn, the construction of a Christian imperial discourse were intimately and inseparably linked

to the broader politics of Roman imperialism.

Linguistic Perspectives on English Grammar: A Guide for EFL Teachers, Martin J. Endley , 2010, 1617351695,

9781617351693. The proposed book is best described as a linguistically oriented textbook taking the grammar of English

as its subject matter. It is directed to professional teachers of English (ESL and EFL) and their students, as well as those

currently training to become teachers of English. The book is also likely to be of interest to interpreters, translators and

other English language professionals. It will explore selected aspects and problem areas of English from a broadly

"functional" linguistic perspective. My experience as a teacher and teacher trainer has shown me that this perspective has

the potential to inspire teachers and students with a genuine enthusiasm for the grammatical features of English and that

it often enables them to "make sense" of the grammar in a way that all too often other approaches fail to do. An

important focus of the book is on understanding grammar as a series of conventionalized patterns rather than a set of

rules (which is how grammar has traditionally been presented). Moreover, unlike many other grammar books, this book

emphasizes how the grammatical constructions under consideration are employed in various types of communicative

situation, attention being given to the importance of discourse context in interpreting the target forms. In line with

contemporary linguists generally, the approach adopted is descriptive rather than prescriptive. While the main focus is on

English, I offer occasional comments on how the issue under discussion is expressed in languages other than English.

Apart from the inherent interest which I hope such comparisons may have for the reader, I take the view that these can

be helpful in casting further light on the grammar of English.

Subcultures: Cultural Histories and Social Practice, Ken Gelder , 2007, 0203446852, 9780203446850. This book presents
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a cultural history of subcultures, covering a remarkable range of subcultural forms and practices. It begins with Londons

Elizabethan underworld, taking the rogue and vagabond as subcultural prototypes: the basis for Marxs later view of

subcultures as the lumpenproletariat, and Henry Mayhews view of subcultures as those that will not work. Subcultures

are always in some way non-conforming or dissenting. They are social - with their own shared conventions, values,

rituals, and so on but they can also seem immersed or self-absorbed. This book identifies six key ways in which

subcultures have generally been understood: through their often negative relation to work: idle, parasitical, hedonistic,

criminal their negative or ambivalent relation to class their association with territory - the street, the hood, the club -

rather than property their movement away from home into non-domestic forms of belonging their ties to excess and

exaggeration (as opposed to restraint and moderation) their refusal of the banalities of ordinary life and in particular, of

massification. Subcultures looks at the way these features find expression across many different subcultural groups: from

the Ranters to the riot grrrls, from taxi dancers to drag queens and kings, from bebop to hip hop, from dandies to punk,

from hobos to leatherfolk, and from hippies and bohemians to digital pirates and virtual communities. It argues that

subcultural identity is primarily a matter of narrative and narration, which means that its focus is literary as well as

sociological. It also argues for the idea of a subcultural geography: that subcultures inhabit places in particular ways,

their investment in them being as much imaginary as real and, in some cases, strikingly utopian.

Alexander Trocchi: The Making of the Monster, Andrew Murray Scott , 2012, 1849210721, 9781849210720. This new

edition of the critically-acclaimed biography of Alexander Trocchi has been revised, extended and updated since its first

publication in 1991 when it helped to create new interest in the celebrated - and notorious - author of Young Adam and

Cain's Book. It was highly influential, led to the reprinting of his novels and inspired a wave of new writers to discover

Trocchi for themselves. A story of heartbreak and pain, the minutiae of squalor, tragedy, obsession, of chemical

addictions, sexual experimentations, promiscuity and desertion, suicide - and literary genius. So begins this account of

one of Britain's most remarkable literary figures. It traces his childhood in war-time Glasgow, his literary apprenticeship in

Paris with Beckett, Ionesco and Sartre, his move to New York then Venice Beach among the leaders of the Beat

movement. Trocchi charmed and haunted all who met him. ... a strange and saddening book... Trocchi... experimenting

with drugs and sex...left behind a trail of wrecked lives ... at least he has been lucky in this excellent biography which

conveys something of his charm and charisma." COLIN WILSON, Literary Review

A Simple Murder: A Mystery, Eleanor Kuhns , 2012, 1250005531, 9781250005533. Five years ago, while William Rees

was still recovering from his stint as a Revolutionary War soldier, his beloved wife died. Devastated, Will Rees left his son,

David, in his sisters care, fled his Maine farm, and struck out for a tough but emotionally empty life as a traveling weaver.

Now, upon returning unexpectedly to his farm, Rees discovers that David has been treated like a serf for years and finally

ran away to join a secluded religious sectthe Shakers.Overwhelmed by guilt and hoping to reconcile with his son, Rees
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immediately follows David to the Shaker community. But when a young Shaker woman is brutally murdered shortly after

Reess arrival, Rees finds himself launched into a complicated investigation where the bodies keep multiplying, a tangled

web of family connections casts suspicion on everyone, and the beautiful woman on the edge of the Shaker community

might be hiding troubling ties to the victims. It quickly becomes clear that in solving Sister Chastitys murder, Rees may

well expose some of the Shaker communitys darkest secrets, not to mention endanger his own life.An atmospheric

portrait of a compelling time in American history, A Simple Murder is an outstanding debut from Eleanor Kuhns,Minotaur

Books/Mystery Writers of Americas 2011 First Crime Novel Competition Winner.

The Computerized greenhouse: automatic control application in plant production, Yasushi Hashimoto , 1993,

012330590X, 9780123305909. The aim of this book is to open up research areas in automatic control engineering for

crop production systems in horticulture and agriculture, and to explain the principle ideas of advanced automatic control

in plant production. The text includes detailed discussions of: - Fundamental systems engineering concepts - Modeling -

Control for agricultural systems - Optimal control and its applications - Artificial intelligence for agricultural applications

Health and the Human Mind: Including, The healing crisis, Part 1, , John Whitman Ray , 1994, 0959796916,

9780959796919. 

Never Trust an Elf, Robert N. Charrette , 1992, 0140175431, 9780140175431. 

e-Study Guide for: Labor Relations and Collective Bargaining: Business, Business, Cram101 Textbook Reviews , 2012,

1467228834, 9781467228831. Never Highlight a Book Again! Just the FACTS101 study guides give the student the

textbook outlines, highlights, practice quizzes and optional access to the full practice tests for their textbook.

Power over Peoples: Technology, Environments, and Western Imperialism, 1400 to the Present, Daniel R. Headrick ,

2012, 1400833590, 9781400833597. For six hundred years, the nations of Europe and North America have periodically

attempted to coerce, invade, or conquer other societies. They have relied on their superior technology to do so, yet these

technologies have not always guaranteed success. Power over Peoples examines Western imperialism's complex

relationship with technology, from the first Portuguese ships that ventured down the coast of Africa in the 1430s to

America's conflicts in the Middle East today. Why did the sailing vessels that gave the Portuguese a century-long

advantage in the Indian Ocean fail to overcome Muslim galleys in the Red Sea? Why were the same weapons and

methods that the Spanish used to conquer Mexico and Peru ineffective in Chile and Africa? Why didn't America's

overwhelming air power assure success in Iraq and Afghanistan? In Power over Peoples, Daniel Headrick traces the

evolution of Western technologies--from muskets and galleons to jet planes and smart bombs--and sheds light on the

environmental and social factors that have brought victory in some cases and unforeseen defeat in others. He shows how

superior technology translates into greater power over nature and sometimes even other peoples, yet how technological

superiority is no guarantee of success in imperialist ventures--because the technology only delivers results in a specific
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environment, or because the society being attacked responds in unexpected ways. Breathtaking in scope, Power over

Peoples is a revealing history of technological innovation, its promise and limitations, and its central role in the rise and

fall of empire.Some images inside the book are unavailable due to digital copyright restrictions.

Algebra Readiness, Grades 6-9 Practice Workbook: Mcdougal Littell Algebra Readiness, Holt Mcdougal , 2007,

0618900829, 9780618900824. 

Channel Tunnel (Security) Order 1994: Channel Tunnel, Great Britain, Stationery Office, The, Great Britain. Department

of Transport , 1994, 0110435702, 9780110435701. 

Future Daze, , 1998, 0968242324, 9780968242322. 

The Cities, the Towns, the Crowds: The Paintings of Robert Spencer, Brian H. Peterson , 2004, 081223829X,

9780812238297. In 1906 a young painter named Robert Spencer moved from the hustle and bustle of New York City to

the bucolic Bucks County region in nearby southeastern Pennsylvania. Over the next twenty-five years, Spencer became

one of the most prominent artists in the Pennsylvania impressionist art colony, a group of nationally known landscape

painters centered in the picturesque village of New Hope. His first major success came when the Metropolitan Museum of

Art purchased Repairing the Bridge in 1914. He won a gold medal in 1915 at the prestigious Panama-Pacific International

Exposition in San Francisco. After Spencer's death, the celebrated collector Duncan Phillips praised him as "a rebel always

against the standardized and stereotyped in art." Phillips believed that there was "no other painter, not John Sloan, or

Edward Hopper, more pungently American in expression." In matters of style, Spencer differed radically from his

Pennsylvania impressionist colleagues. He made his reputation with skillful, evocative renderings of the everyday life of

his community, often depicting the mills, tenements, and factories of New Hope and the surrounding areas. "A landscape

without a building or a figure," he said, "is a very lonely picture to me." Later Spencer began to experiment with a looser,

more spontaneous style, and he painted more fanciful European scenes, many of which were done from his imagination.

Spencer's canvas Mountebanks and Thieves won a prize at the 1926 Carnegie International Exhibition in Pittsburgh, and

juror Pierre Bonnard said, "Mr. Spencer . . . is in the full vigor of his talent, which is great. His art does not resemble

European art, a rare fact in America." Spencer battled depression throughout his adult life and committed suicide in 1931.

This book tells the story of Spencer's colorful yet tragic life, using as sources the written recollections of his two

daughters as well as extensive new research. Illustrated with nearly seventy-five color images from major museums and

private collections, the book examines the artist's work in depth, from his unformed beginnings to his mature New York

City and European images. Extensive excerpts from his correspondence with Duncan Phillips and from press articles and

reviews are also included, making The Cities, the Towns, the Crowds the definitive study of this important American

painter.

The Gospel of John: As Seen Through the Eyes of a Relative Nobody, Michael K. McInerney , 2008, 0982440103,
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9780982440100. 

West Monkton Then and Now: A Celebration for the Millennium, , 2001, 095415360X, 9780954153601. 

Ghosts at Cock Crow: The Story of Failand, Rita Archer , 1987, 0948265124, 9780948265129. 

Eternal Curse on the Reader of These Pages, Manuel Puig , 1993, 0099329514, 9780099329510. In his first novel in

English, Manuel Puig strikes a balance between irony and sympathy as he tells of the dealings of two men whose

deceptive reminiscences recall those of the characters in his better-known Kiss of the Spider Woman. Larry, a down-and-

out writer, is paid to push a wheelchair-bound Argentine political exile, Ramirez, around Greenwich Village. Through their

journeys and their conversations about sex and politics, we witness the collision of two "solitary fantasy systems, "

revealing the men to be enmeshed in the lies that make up their bitter, shadowy symbiosis.

The Red Badge of Courage, Harcourt Brace Staff , 1990, . 

The LaughaGraph: Building Self-Esteem Through Humor, David E. Zuccolotto , , 096343781X, 9780963437815. 

Pirate Gold, Michael Salmon , 2013, 1921665696, 9781921665691. Yo ho ho and a bottle full of fun! Avast there, me

hearties! Join the Piganeers, the most bumbling band of swashbuckling pirates ever to sail the seven seas. Suffering

seaweed! Captain Porker's treasure is missing, and he's not happy!

The Prodigal Daughter: Hope for Runaway Christians and Those Who Await Their Return, Linda L. Fulkerson , 2002, . 

A Tale of Two Cities, Charles Dickens , 2014, 0099533480, 9780099533481. After18 years of imprisonment in the

Bastille, the devoted Doctor Manette is reunited with his daughter, the gentle Lucie, in England. There she captures the

hearts of two very different menCharles Darney, a banished French aristocrat, and Sydney Carton, a well-known English

lawyer, both of whom must compete for her love. With a twisting plot of revenge, corruption, and love played out under

the shadow of the guillotine, this is one of Dickens' most exciting stories.

Government by the People: Web Interactive Version, James MacGregor Burns, J. W. Peltason, Thomas E. Cronin, David

B. Magleby , 2001, 0130575208, 9780130575203. 

Core Elements of the Appreciative Way: An Introduction to Appreciaitve Inquiry for Work and Daily Living, Robert J.

Voyle, Kim M. Voyle, Clergy Leadership Institute , 2006, 0978707605, 9780978707606. 

The Jesus Creed: Loving God, Loving Others, Scot McKnight , 2004, 1557254001, 9781557254009. Winner of the

2005Christianity Today Book Award When an expert in the law asked Jesus for the greatest commandment, Jesus

responded with the Shema, the ancient Jewish creed that commands Israel to love God with heart, soul, mind, and

strength. But the next part of Jesus' answer would change the course of history. Jesus amended the Shema, giving his

followers a new creed for life: to love God with heart, soul, mind, and strength, but also to love others as themselves.

Discover how the Jesus Creed of love for God and others can transform your life.

The Development of Double Qualification Courses in Secondary Schools in North Rhine Westphalia, , 1994, 0113500432,
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9780113500437. In October 1993, three of Her Majesty's Inspectors from OFSTED went to Germany to look at

developments in full-time general vocational courses in upper secondary schools, primarily for students aged 15 to 18

years. The purpose of the visit was to see in context a range of newly established full-time double qualification courses

which combine vocational and academic studies at upper secondary level. The HMI team had in mind issues of relevance

to the three qualification routes being developed in the UK for post 16 students, which are designed to meet the National

Education and Training Targets. These routes consist of courses leading to: GCE A Level and AS; GNVQS; and NVQs. This

report presents the findings.

Vietnamese and Chinese ceramics used in the Japanese tea ceremony, Hiromu Honda, Noriki Shimazu , 1993, . Various

objects are needed to conduct a tea ceremony with decorum. Most important among them are ceramics: bowls for

sipping the tea from, vessels for holding and pouring water, side dishes for passing carefully prepared and visually

appealing sweets and cakes, caddies for holding powdered tea, covered boxes for incense, vases for flower

arrangements, and candle-holders and other paraphernalia for decoration and atmosphere. The collection illustrated and

described in this book was assembled over a decade by Honda and Shimazu. It is impeccable in taste and will appeal not

only to the Asian collector of ceramics because of its strong aesthetic value but also to the Western collector curious

about Japanese preferences: a calm and functional beauty, technical perfection, and historical identification. The book,

originally published in Japanese, is arranged in three parts. The first part is comprised of ceramics made in Vietnam from

pre-Christian days until the sixteenth century; the second and third part covers Chinese porcelain and stoneware of the

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.

The Disclosure of Vehicle Insurance Information Regulations 2005, Great Britain , 2005, 0110734599, 9780110734590.

Enabling power: Serious Organised Crime and Police Act 2005, ss. 153, 172. Issued: 19.10.2005. Made: 11.10.2005.

Laid: 13.10.2005. Coming into force: 04.11.2005. Effect: None. Territorial extent & classification: E/W/S. General. With

correction slip, dated October 2005

White Knights, Fred H. Savage , 2000, 0977610233, 9780977610235. Book Two in the Throwaway Child Trilogy Fair or

unfair never did make a difference. This is the continuing saga of a young man's struggle for survival and identity. He is

growing up fast in the harsh world of reality. Another stretch in reform school and endless days and nights of raising hell

as a teenager prepare Kevin for the ultimate playground fight: a faraway place called Vietnam.

From the Bush to Brookvale: The Cliff Lyons Story, Alan Whiticker , 2000, 1875169806, 9781875169801. 

Who Killed Chrissy?: The True Crime Memoir of a Pittsburgh Girl's Unsolved Murder in Las Vegas, Beverly Simcic , 2012,

1480023647, 9781480023642. A miracle, a vision, a premonition, and an unsolved death in Las Vegas, have hung in my

memory like a broken antique for the last twenty four years of my life. I've had that long to think about the reason it all

happened in the first place and why I was drawn to, and ultimately placed in the old apartment building on Riverview
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Avenue in Pittsburgh. If you believe that nothing happens by accident, or if you have lost your faith, this true story of

fate and divine intervention will shed a bright light on all the possibilities. I've had this true story locked in my mind since

June of 1982. I have never told this story to anyone--for reasons of paralyzing fear and the fact that the murder has

never been solved.

With Burning Hearts: A Meditation on the Eucharistic Life, Henri J. M. Nouwen , 2003, 1570755086, 9781570755088.

Among Henri Nouwen's enduring gifts was this beautiful reflection on the meaning of the Eucharist, now available in a

gift edition with art by Byzantine artist Duccio di Buoninsegna.

Write a Book Without Lifting a Finger, Mahesh Grossman , 2004, 0972813101, 9780972813105. What's the secret most

Hollywood celebrities and 43% of all published authors use to create the books you see on the bestseller list? They use a

ghostwriter. In Write a Book Without Lifting a Finger, Mahesh Grossman, President of The Authors Team, a premier

ghostwriting agency, shows you: . How ghostwriters increase the odds that you'll get published and can actually make

you more money. How anyone with an idea can go from "normal Joe or Jane" to "paid author" in just ninety days. 7 Key

Guidelines on what to pay a ghostwriter. 5 "must haves" for your contract to protect your ideas. 10 ways to find bargain

basement writers who will work for as little as $500. How to have a ghostwriter write your book for freePlus, learn the

secret formula that sells your book before you write it and how to get a healthy advance... possibly even over $100,000.

You'll also see four actual examples of this formula that resulted in publishing contracts (including two that earned first-

time, unknown authors over $100,000).

The Oath: The Obama White House and The Supreme Court, Jeffrey Toobin , 2012, 0385536305, 9780385536301. From

the prizewinning author of The Nine, a gripping insider's account of the momentous ideological war between the John

Roberts Supreme Court and the Obama administration.From the moment John Roberts, the chief justice of the United

States, blundered through the Oath of Office at Barack Obama's inauguration, the relationship between the Supreme

Court and the White House has been confrontational. Both men are young, brilliant, charismatic, charming, determined to

change the course of the nationand completely at odds on almost every major constitutional issue. One is radical; one

essentially conservative. The surprise is that Obama is the conservativea believer in incremental change, compromise,

and pragmatism over ideology. Robertsand his allies on the Courtseek to overturn decades of precedent: in short, to

undo the ultimate victory FDR achieved in the New Deal.This ideological war will crescendo during the 2011-2012 term,

in which several landmark cases are on the Court's docketmost crucially, a challenge to Obama's controversial health-care

legislation. With four new justices joining the Court in just five years, including Obama's appointees Sonia Sotomayor and

Elena Kagan, this is a dramaticallyand historicallydifferent Supreme Court, playing for the highest of stakes.No one is

better positioned to chronicle this dramatic tale than Jeffrey Toobin, whose prize-winning bestseller The Nine laid bare

the inner workings and conflicts of the Court in meticulous and entertaining detail. As the nation prepares to vote for
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President in 2012, the future of the Supreme Court will also be on the ballot.

Diabetes & cardiovascular disease: a practical primer, Thomas D. Giles, LSU School of Medicine, New Orleans.

Cardiovascular Research Center, Louisiana State University Health Sciences Center. Institute of Professional Education ,

2000, 0970478801, 9780970478801. 

The Fish Course Workbook, Andrew Francis , 1992, 0948237139, 9780948237133. 

The Crime and Disorder Act 1998 (Additional Authorities) Order 2008, Great Britain , 2008, . Enabling power: Crime and

Disorder Act 1998, s. 17 (4). Issued: 21.01.2008. Made: 14.01.2008. Laid: -. Coming into force: 15.02.2008. Effect: 1998

c. 37 amended. Territorial extent & classification: E/W [applies only to part of E.]. General. Supersedes Draft SI (ISBN

9780110788937) issued 09.11.2008

Shout!: little poems that roar, Brod Bagert , 2007, . This vibrant collection of twenty-one poems celebrates the joys

(snack time!) and pitfalls (2 + 2 = 23?) of childhood. Brod Bagert's often silly, always winsome poems cover everything

from the seasons and the stars to finger paint and kids who quack. With humor and warmth, Shout! shows us there's fun

in work and play, poetry in everything, and a million different uses for ketchup. Kids are sure to shout for a reread.

Headstart Natural Sciences: Learner's book. Grade 6, Luigina Shaw, Ren Toerien, Astrid Castle, Wayne Jones , 2009,

0195980697, 9780195980691. 

OECD Economic Surveys: Canada 1998, , 1971, 0119204991, 9780119204995. 

American International Law Cases Fourth Series: 2009, Volume 9, Oceana Editorial Board , 2011, 019975893X,

9780199758937. AILC is an annual case law reporter that provides the full text of U.S. court opinions involving

international law issues. The courts covered include all U.S. federal district courts, federal appellate courts, and the U.S.

Supreme Court, as well as some state courts, the U.S. Court of Claims,the U.S. Court of International Trade, and the U.S.

Tax Court. The series seeks to provide not every single case in which a court refers to international law but rather all

cases that analyze at least one international law issue in depth. The list of subjects addressed by these volumes is vast

and changes from year to year, with the inclusion and prominence of most topics turning on their prevalence in a given

year's jurisprudence. Some consistently prominent topics are personal jurisdiction over foreign defendants,

deportationprocedure, and double taxation. Over the last three editions (2006, 2007, and 2008), many topics have

developed rapidly and constitute a correspondingly larger portion of the volumes, particularly Terrorism, the Foreign

Sovereign Immunities Act, Forum Non Conveniens, and an entirely new, addedtopic: the National Security Exception (to

deportation eligibility). The 2008 edition of AILC also features expanded sections on family law and on the detention of

terrorist suspects. The U.S. war on terror and the crisis at Guantanamo have made that last topic a significant and

dynamic component ofAILC. Each edition of AILC also comes framed with two practical resources for students and

scholars. The first is an introductory editor's note that both reviews international law's major developments for the given
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year and explains to readers how to use the volumes. The second is a subject indexto allow for targeted research.

Volume Nine of AILC concerns topics in international trade, such as agency, employment, and labor, and transportation

carriers. The volume also includes issues in customs law, environmental law, human rights, and criminal law. In World

Fuel Corporation v. Geithner, the issue was whether the Officeof Foreign Assets Control, United States Department of the

Treasury properly denied World Fuel Corporation a license to access the blocked assets of one of WFC's debtors. The

district court remanded the matter to the OFAC for de novo consideration. The circuit court dismissed for lack

ofjurisdiction. In United States v. Rodriguez, the principal issue was whether the Hostage Act has been validly applied to

defendants who perpetrated an extortion scheme that used brief confinement of a taxi passenger to obtain a somewhat

above average taxi fare. The court concluded that the HostageAct does not apply to the facts of the case.

The Ecology of the Indonesian Seas: Chapters 13-23, Part 2, , 1997, 0198501862, 9780198501862. 

Russian Company and Commercial Legislation, Russia (Federation) , 2003, 0199261520, 9780199261529. This volume

focuses on the most essential foundation laws for the foreign investor and student of foreign economic relations.

Translated from the Russian by Professor Butler, it covers legislation relating to insurance, insolvency, companies and

partnerships, state and municipal enterprises, noncommercial organizations, civil rights, and foreign investment. Each law

is prefaced by a detailed table of contents, and all translations are made from the official Russian texts, incorporating all

amendments, changes, and additions, and including, where applicable, relevant decrees of the Constitutional Court of the

Russian Federation. Russian Company and Commercial Legislation will be published alongside Civil Code of the Russian

Federation (0199261539) and the second edition of Professor Butler's acclaimed text on Russian Law (0199254001).

Autographed Copy - Chipper Kids(R) Counting in the Crazy Garden, Margarette Burnette , 2010, . 

Thinklers! 2: More Brain Ticklers, Kevin J. Brougher , 2006, 0970372973, 9780970372970. Thinklers! 2 is the follow-up

to the original, and increasingling popular Thinklers! book. Packed with more of the original Thinklers! puzzles and 4 NEW

puzzle chapters, this book gives readers HOURS of brain-tickling fun!

Notebook Reference Webster's Thesaurus, American Education Publishing , 2006, 0769643442, 9780769643441. The

Notebook Reference Webster's Thesaurus offers students thousands of words to help them expand their vocabulary right

at their fingertips! The easy-to-read entry words appear in boldface type and are arranged alphabetically. Each entry is

followed by a list of synonyms, and where applicable, entry words also include a list of antonyms. Students will also find

a section of vocabulary for readers and writers with useful information on homonyms and homographs, similes and

metaphors, the writing process, and more! The 3-hole punched format allows students to carry this book in a 3-ring

binder for quick reference at school, at home, or on the go.

American Compass, Imbert , 1995, . 

The Great Shark Suit Experiment, Valerie Taylor, Ron Taylor , 1981, 0959366903, 9780959366907. 
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Private Lives/Public Voices, Ramsay, John (John T.) , 1994, . 

Looking for Information: A Survey of Research on Information Seeking, Needs and Behavior, Part 1, ISSN 1876-0562,

Donald O. Case , 2012, 1780526547, 9781780526546. Looking for Information: A Survey of Research on Information

Seeking, Needs, and Behavior reviews more than 50 years of research on information seeking and related topics, and

contains over 1,300 citations to relevant works. Now in its third edition, this book is the most comprehensive text on the

topics of information seeking, information behavior and information practices. Coverage includes the nature of

information, information needs and uses, sensemaking, information avoidance, communication among scientists and

scholars, relevant social and psychological theories, models of information behavior, and applicable research

methodologies. Interdisciplinary in the choice of examples, the book cites research in information studies,

communication, education, management, medicine, sociology and psychology. The book is intended for students and

scholars in library and information science, communication, education and related disciplines. Presenting a broad view of

these topics, this text is suitable as a companion for courses ranging from undergraduate level to doctoral studies related

to information-seeking, information practices and information behavior. In addition, it is a useful reference guide for

established scholars.

Communication and the Manager's Job, Annie Phillips , 2003, 0975044532, 9780975044537. Australian printing of a

guide to improving communication and management in health care, first published in the UK in 2002. Looks at the

foundations of good communication, practical steps, understanding others, teams, groups and facilitation, communicating

in organizations, the functions of a manager, problem solving, leadership skills, delegation, interviewing skills, the

learning organization, and teaching and presentation skills. Includes references, further reading and index. Author is an

independent health advisor, trainer, and management consultant to general practice. She writes for a range of

publications including the 'Health Service Journal' and 'Community Care'.

At Home in Evanston: The Charles Gates Dawes House : the Compelling Story of a National Historic Landmark and the

People who Lived There, , 2000, 0964768097, 9780964768093. 

Intensely Human: The Health of the Black Soldier in the American Civil War, Margaret Humphreys , 2010, 1421402386,

9781421402383. Black soldiers in the American Civil War were far more likely to die of disease than were white soldiers.

In Intensely Human, historian Margaret Humphreys explores why this uneven mortality occurred and how it was

interpreted at the time. In doing so, she uncovers the perspectives of mid-nineteenth-century physicians and others who

were eager to implicate the so-called innate inferiority of the black body. In the archival collections of the U.S. Sanitary

Commission, Humphreys found evidence that the high death rate among black soldiers resulted from malnourishment,

inadequate shelter and clothing, inferior medical attention, and assignments to hazardous environments. While some

observant physicians of the day attributed the black soldiers' high mortality rate to these circumstances, few medical
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professionalson either side of the conflictwere prepared to challenge the "biological evidence" of white superiority.

Humphreys shows how, despite sympathetic and responsible physicians' efforts to expose the truth, the stereotype of

black biological inferiority prevailed during the war and after. -- Cheryl Wells

Dr Rosie King's Pelvic Floor Workout CD, , 2003, . 

Laboratory and Diagnostic Tests with Nursing Implications, Joyce LeFever Kee , 2002, 0130305197, 9780130305190.

Each day hundreds of thousands of laboratory and diagnostic tests are performed and thus nursing responsibilities are

forever increasing. Nurses should understand laboratory and diagnostic tests and should provide nursing implications

through nursing assessment, judgment, implementation, teaching, and interaction. Laboratory and Diagnostic Tests with

Nursing Implications, Sixth Editionis designed to provide nurses and other health professionals with the necessary

information regarding laboratory and diagnostic tests and corresponding nursing implications. It gives quick, pertinent

information about the tests, emphasizing the purposes, procedure, and nursing implications with rationale. Reference

values are given for adults and children. The tests (laboratory and diagnostic) are arranged in alphabetic order which

provides the user with a quick access to the tests. This text is appropriate for students in various types of nursing

programs, including students in masters, baccalaureate, associate degree, diploma, and practical nursing programs. This

book should be most valuable to the registered nurse and licensed practical nurse in hospital settings, including specialty

areas such as the ICU and emergency room, clinics, health care provider offices, and in independent nursing practice.

The sixth edition The sixth edition lists more than 400 laboratory and diagnostic tests with approximately 28 new tests

added to this edition. Major additions and revisions made include: Selected new laboratory tests: High sensitivity C-

reactive protein (hs CRP) helpful in detecting risk for coronary artery disease (CAD); amyloid beta protein precursor that

aids in the diagnosis of Alzheimer's disease; viral cultures using various specimens; hematologic tests such as fetal

hemoglobin (Hb F), methemoglobin, D-Dimer test to aid in the detection of disseminated intravascular coagulation (DIC),

Heinz Bodies for detecting hemoglobinopathies, platelet antibody test to detect thrombocytopenia that may be

druginduced; and antibody tests such as parvovirus B 19 antibody, antismooth muscle antibody, antiscleroderma

antibody, and antiparietal cell antibody tests. Selected new diagnostic tests: Bone densitometry, corneal staining,

cystometry, fetal nonstress test, fetoscopy, electronystagmography, laparoscopy, sleep studies, and thoracoscopy. Latest

tests (antigen and antibodies) for human immunosuppressive virus-type (HIV-1 and HIV-2) and hemoglobin A1c updated.

Latest updated data for diagnostic tests: magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) Additional Therapeutic Drug Monitoring

(TDM) information. Updated Laboratory Test Groups (Appendix B). Updated Laboratory Test Values for Adults and

Children that are listed according to the laboratory departments (Appendix C). Organization Each test is discussed in

seven subsections in the following sequence: (1) reference values/normal findings, (2) description, (3) purpose, (4)

clinical problems, (5) procedure, (6) factors affecting laboratory or diagnostic results, and (7) nursing implications with
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rationale. Following the name and initials for each test, there may be names of other closely associated tests.Reference

values/normal findingsare given for children and adults, including the elderly. Thedescriptionfocuses on background data

and pertinent information related to the test. The generalpurposefor each test is listed.Clinical problemsinclude disease

entities, drugs, and foods that cause or are associated with abnormal test results. Theprocedureis explained with a

rationale for the test and with appropriate steps that the nurse and other health professionals can follow.Factors affecting

laboratory or diagnostic resultsalert the nurse to factors that could cause an abnormal test result. The last subsection and

most valuable information for each test concerns thenursing implications with rationale.For most diagnostic tests, nursing

implications are given as "pretest" and "posttest." There are four parts in the text. Part 1, Laboratory Tests; Part 2,

Diagnostic Tests; Part 3, Laboratory/Diagnostic Assessments of Body Function; and Part 4, Therapeutic Drug Monitoring

(TDM). There is a list of laboratory tests with page numbers at the beginning of Part I and a list of diagnostic tests with

page numbers at the beginning of Part II. In addition, general information appears in the Introduction to the book

including the importance ofspecimen collectionwith detailed information about all types of specimen collection.

TheInstructions for Laboratory and Diagnostic Testssection explains the information that will be found under the eight

major subheadings for each test and gives basic information that relates to most of the laboratory and diagnostic tests.

Part 3,Laboratory/Diagnostic Assessments of Body Function,should be most valuable to both the practicing nurse and the

student. The section consists of 12 categories related to organ system and clinical conditions. These are:Cardiac

Function; Respiratory Function; Renal Function; Liver, Gallbladder, Pancreatic Functions; Gastrointestinal Function;

Neurologic and Musculoskeletal Functions; Endocrine Function; Reproductive Function; Arthritic and Collagen Conditions;

Shock; Neoplastic Conditions;andHematologic Conditions.Each category contains numerous laboratory and diagnostic

tests ordered to assist in the diagnosis of disease entities and to determine organ function. These tests are briefly

discussed with reference values as they relate to the organ or condition of that category. A few of the same tests (e.g.,

enzyme tests) can be found in more than one category (cardiac, muscle, liver). The nurse could determine if the test is

more specific for one category or the other.The nursing process with nursing diagnosis, nursing implications, and nursing

evaluationare found at the end of each category. Part 4,Therapeutic Drug Monitoring (TDM),lists drugs that are

monitored frequently by serum and urine for the purposes of achieving and maintaining therapeutic drug effects and for

preventing drug toxicity. The TDM section includes 120 drugs and their therapeutic range, peak time, and toxic level.

There are three appendices:Abbreviations, Laboratory Test Groups(laboratory profiles ordered for diagnosing clinical

problems), andLaboratory Test Values for Adults and Children.The detailed index should be most helpful for locating the

page of a test when the test name is different from the alphabetic listing used.

A Place to Stay: 30 Extraordinary Hotels, Shelley-Maree Cassidy , 2001, 0141003685, 9780141003689. Deciding where to

stay is one of the most important parts of planning a trip. The beautiful hotels in A Place to Stay will come as a revelation
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to travelers who are tired of faceless resorts or corporate institutions. Modest or grand, large or small, modernist or

traditional, the only thing these hotels have in common is that each is an unforgettable original. These hotels cater to all

tastes, in countries around the world-from the Ice Hotel in Arctic Sweden, where everything is carved from ice, including

the bed, to the contemporary chic of the Mercer in New York, or the ordered tranquillity of the traditional Tawaraya Inn,

Kyoto. Complete with more than two hundred lush color photographs, A Place to Stay will inspire travelers of every

stripe.

A Career in Writing: Judah Waten and the Cultural Politics of a Literary Career, David John Carter , , . This thesis

examines the literary career of Judah Waten (1911-1985) in order to focus on a series of issues in Australian cultural

history and theory. The purpose is not to discover a single key to Waten's writing across the oeuvre but rather to plot the

specific occasions of this writing in the context of the structure of a career and the cultural institutions within which it was

formed.

Danny's Party, , 2004, 0974647519, 9780974647517. 

Estrella Damn: A Slim Gunter Novel, Guy Debord , 2008, 0955955319, 9780955955310. 

The Morality of Mrs. Dulska: A Petty-bourgeois Tragic-farce, ISSN 1754-0933, Gabriela Zapolska , 2007, 1841501662,

9781841501666. Born during the tumultuous one-hundred-year division of Poland by Austria, Prussia, and Russia,

Gabriela Zapolska (18571921) was an actor, journalist, and playwright who wrote over thirty plays in her lifetime. In her

best-known work, The Morality of Mrs. Dulska, a tyrannical landlady harasses, exploits, and even prostitutes the eccentric

cast of tenants who occupy her stone tenement building. The petty-bourgeois tragicomedy that ensues is regarded as a

landmark of early modernist Polish drama. A cross between Bertolt Brechts Mother Courage and Patricia Routledges

Hyacinth Bucket, Mrs. Dulska keeps her purse strings tightly drawn and shows no compassion towards the sad plights of

her lodgersuntil she is forced to come to terms with her own possessive love for her son. Now available for the first time

in an English-language edition that firmly situates the play in the context of its performance history, Zapolskas incisive

play is an uncompromising look at gender, class, and relationships in fin-de-sicle Poland. In her introduction to Zapolska's

seminal play, Murjas discusses the many intriguing challenges involved in its cultural transference, combining the

perspective of translator with that of theatre practitioner. This book is a rare treat in a much neglected area of modern

scholarship.Elwira Grossman, University of Glasgow  

Interval II, Suki Chan , 2008, 0956036406, 9780956036407. 

The Old Scofield Study Bible, C I Scofield, Oxford , 1996, 019527301X, 9780195273014. Dr. C. I. Scofield's classic study

system and 1917 notes form the core of this definitive resource. A crisp red- letter typeface enhances this Bible's

usefulness. Large, 10-point print makes this edition particularly attractive for preacher and people with vision difficulties.

Features include book introductions, chronologies, concordance, subject-chain references, comprehensive and subject
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indexes and full-color Oxford Bible Maps, with index. * Thumb-Indexed * Clear, readable 10-point typeface. * 16 pages

of full color. * Complete Scofield Study Bible features. * Oxford Bible Maps, with index. * Red letter text.

Defence Statutory Instruments, Great Britain. Parliament. House of Commons. Defence Committee, Defence Committee ,

1997, 0102301972, 9780102301977. 

Minigraph 19: Douglas B-66 Destroyer, R. Francillen, Mick Roth , 1988, 0942548388, 9780942548389. Beskriver det

amerikanske bombefly Douglas B-66 Destroyer.

Gratitude, , 2011, . 

The Life-size Guide to Insects & Other Land Invertebrates of New Zealand, Andrew Crowe , 1999, 0140283455,

9780140283457. Identifying New Zealand's insects, spiders and other land invertebrates is made simple with this new

guide. Over 300 life-size colour photographs make it fun for all the family to learn more about the natural world of New

Zealand.

Removals : Nineteenth-Century American Literature and the Politics of Indian Affairs: Nineteenth-Century American

Literature and the Politics of Indian Affairs, Lucy Maddox Associate Professor of English Georgetown University , 1991,

019536158X, 9780195361582. This book resituates some familiar nineteenth-century texts within the context of public

debates about the place of American Indians in the civil and cultural institutions of the new American nation. Rereading

texts by Melville, Hawthorne, Child, Sedgwick, Thoreau, Fuller, and Parkman, Maddox demonstrates the pervasiveness of

the anxieties produced by discussion of "the Indian question" and shows how extensively they influenced the production

and reception of writing in the first half of the century.

, , , . 

Communication Power, Manuel Castells , 2013, 0199681937, 9780199681938. We live in the midst of a revolution in

communication technologies that affects the way in which people feel, think, and behave. The media have become the

space where power strategies are played out. In the current technological context mass communication goes beyond

traditional media and includes the Internet and mobile communication. In this wide-ranging and powerful book, Manuel

Castells analyses the transformation of the global media industry by this revolution in communication technologies. He

argues that a new communication system, mass self-communication, has emerged, and power relationships have been

profoundly modified by the emergence of this new communication environment. Created in the commons of the Internet

this communication can be locally based, but globally connected. It is built through messaging, social networks sites, and

blogging, and is now being used by the millions around the world who have access to the Internet. Drawing on a wide

range of social and psychological theories, Castells presents original research on political processes and social

movements. He applies this analysis to numerous recent eventsthe misinformation of the American public on the Iraq

War, the global environmental movement to prevent climate change, the control of information in China and Russia,
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Barak Obama's internet-based presidential campaigns, and (in this new edition) responses to recent political and

economic crises such as the Arab Spring and the Occupy movement. On the basis of these case studies he proposes a

new theory of power in the information age based on the management of communication networks Justly celebrated for

his analysis of the network society, Castells here builds on that work, offering a well grounded and immensely challenging

picture of communication and power in the 21st century. This is a book for anyone who wants to understand the

dynamics and character of the modern world.

People and Plants in Australia, Denis John Carr, S. G. M. Carr , 1981, 0121607208, 9780121607203. 

When Lightning Strikes, Ingrid Sigurdson , 2001, . 

John Nash: a complete catalogue, Michael Mansbridge, John Nash , 2004, 0714843806, 9780714843803. John Nash

(1752-1835) was the most successful and fashionable architect of his time. Architect, town-planner, landscape designer,

bridge-builder, engineer and entrepreneur, Nash outlived his principal patron, George IV, by five years. After a

disheartening start, when his first speculative buildings in Bloomsbury failed and left him bankrupt, Nash moved to Wales

to rebuild his career, eventually returning to London in 1796. He had made a remarkable recovery and went on to

become the most successful and fashionable architect of the period. His buildings reflect a variety of styles, including neo-

classical, Tudor and Gothic, with a strong emphasis on the Picturesque. His Metropolitan Improvements - Regent's Park,

Regent Street, Trafalgar Square - were the most comprehensive developments ever carried out in London, even until

recent times.

War by Contract: Human Rights, Humanitarian Law, and Private Contractors, Francesco Francioni, Natalino Ronzitti ,

2011, 019960455X, 9780199604555. The growth in scope and importance of the private military and security industry in

the past decade has challenged the role of the state as the main provider of defence and security functions. At the same

time it has put under stress the state's authority to properly oversee the conduct of private contractors and has raised

the question of whether existing rules of domestic law and international law are adequate to ensure their accountability

in the event of abuse. This book addresses this question through the lens of international human rights law and

international humanitarian law. It presents a systematic analysis of the way in which these two bodies of international

law, applicable in times of peace and in the event of armed conflict, may be interpreted and implemented in a way so as

to fill possible accountability gaps. Human rights and humanitarian law obligations are analysed from the point of view of

their applicability to the states involved, to international organisations, and to the companies and their individual

employees. Victims' access to civil remedies and the criminal prosecution of private contractors, as well as new policy

issues, such as the use of private contractors in the fight against piracy, are also covered in the book.

Barkerville: British Columbia's Heritage of Gold, Chris Harris, Bill Horne , 1999, 0969523580, 9780969523581. 

Captured Motion: The Sculpture of Harriet Whitney Frishmuth, a Catalogue of Works, Janis C. Connor, Leah Rosenblatt
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Lehmbeck, Tolles Thayer , 2006, 0978968905, 9780978968908. 

A Trek to Wisdom and Beatrice: Travels and Conversations of a Commitmentphobic, L. Vanini , 1990, 0962531901,

9780962531903. 

Designing for Communities: Russell & Yelland Architects, Alison McDougall , 2011, 098712000X, 9780987120007. 

Adventures in ocean exploration: from the discovery of the Titanic to the search for Noah's flood, Robert D. Ballard,

Malcolm McConnell , 2001, . For decades, Robert Ballard has pursued a dual career as a marine scientist and a

pioneering discoverer, locating scores of wrecks all over the world, including the "Titanic and the battleship "Bismarck. In

this lavishly illustrated chronicle, he uses his most exciting dives as starting points for an odyssey through time, tracing

the evolution of ships and navigation from the first reed boats to the nuclear submarines of today.Ballard tells of plunging

12,000 feet to the floor of the Atlantic and finding new life in the superheated water around active volcanoes on the

Pacific Seabed. Readers join a team of technicians on the bridge of a research ship as they " fly" a state-of-the-art,

unmanned submersible over the "Titanic' s ghostly hull.But this book does much more than chronicle Ballard' s unique

experiences?it provides an illuminating history of humankind' s relationship with the ocean. Along with the giants of

modern undersea exploration--Cousteau, Beebe, Piccard--he introduces the storied seamen of the past, form the ancient

Phoenicians to such greats as Magellan, Columbus, and Cook.Capturing the irresistible lure of the sea in lively text and

200 vivid illustrations, this is a fascinating book that combines stirring history with the excitement of discovery that

Robert Ballard knows so well.

Gillinder & Sons Early American Westward Ho Pattern Glass: The Complete Original Pattern of 1879 Documented,

Leonard Farchione, James Welke , 2007, . 

Debbie, Conny Manero , 2013, 0988493365, 9780988493360. Debbie is a wonderful tale of a ferret who comes to live

with Andrew and Charlie, the cat. Approximately 60 pages, with adorable illustrations, this a fantastic book for children -

or anyone who wants to learn about having a ferret as a pet!

Writers World Parag&mwl Sak&rogets&ph W/Jrl, ANONIMO , 2006, 0131586629, 9780131586628. 

I Quit Sugar, Sarah Wilson , 2011, 1456607006, 9781456607005. What's inside this eBookA sharp 8-Week Program that

walks you through each crucial stage, week by weekA tidy, easy-to-relay-to-mates-at-the-pub explanation of how and

why sugar is making us fat and sick.A sugar replacement plan: tested and nutritionally sound.Sweet sugar-free recipes.A

detox + a suggested supplements list.More about the bookSarah Wilson was addicted to sugar. She needed it every day.

She convinced herself it was good sugar. But sugar is sugar. And it was making her sick, tired and bloated. She set about

researching all the different ways to quit the stuff. It took a while. But in the process she found what works for good and

developed an 8-Week Program that follows simple techniques that are kind, sensible and totally work.This books for you

if:Youve tried to quit on your own and cant get past the first few days (theres a very important reason for this, which
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well be sharing!).Youre tired of feeling sluggish, bloated and stuck and want to try a new way (you might just be curious

to see if sugar is the culpritwhy not?).You want to lose weight (because, yes, the Program will help you do this, too!).

The Inflatable Shop, Willis Hall , 1994, 0099115611, 9780099115618. 

QuizQuester and the Captive of the Illusionist, Robert Brocato, Tim Brocato , 2002, 0971843201, 9780971843202. This

book is targeted to the 7th grade but anyone who likes a good puzzle and an interesting story should have fun with this

adventure as well.

Triceratops: The Last Dinosaur, , Elizabeth J. Sandell, Marjorie L. Oelerich, Howard Schroeder, Vista III Design , 1991,

0944280072, 9780944280072. Presents presently-known information on the plant-eating dinosaur that looked like a

rhinoceros.

The Jabiluka Project Draft Environmental Impact Statement, Pancontinental Mining Ltd , 1977, 0959601902,

9780959601909. Archaeology; Aboriginal art; land use; Aboriginal consultation and employment; maps of dreamings and

land use.

Hijack, Charles Wells , 1992, 0174323670, 9780174323679. 

Building engagement, building futures: our strategy to maximise the participation of 16-24 year olds in education,

training and work, Great Britain: Department for Education, Great BritainDepartment for Business, Innovation and Skills ,

2011, 0108511294, 9780108511295. Building Engagement, Building Futures sets out the Government's strategy to

improve the opportunities for young people so they gain the skills they need to secure an apprenticeship or employment.

It includes radical reforms to schools, vocational education, skills and welfare provision, and has five priorities for action:

(1) Raising attainment in school so that young people have the skills to compete in the global economy; (2) Helping local

partners provide services that support all young people, putting the UK on track to achieve full participation for 16-17

year olds by 2015. (3) Encouraging employers to offer more high quality apprenticeships and work experience places; (4)

Ensuring that work pays and giving young people the personalised support they need to find it, through Universal Credit,

the Work Programme and the Get Britain Working measures; (5) Putting in place a new Youth Contract worth almost 1

billion over the next three years.

Spennymoor Remembered, , 2003, 0953631540, 9780953631544. 

Stephen Biesty's Incredible Cross-sections, Richard Platt , 1992, 0679814116, 9780679814115. The original and still the

best, the IRA Children's Choice Book Incredible Cross-Sections is available again--now at a lower price! Spread after

spread of amazing, original cross-section drawings take readers inside 18 of the world's most fascinating structures--from

the Empire State Building to the Hale Observatory. And two of the remarkable illustrations--the Queen Mary and the

Flying Scotsmansteam train--fold out to a length of nearly three feet!

The Why and Wonder of Worship, J. W. Arnold , 2003, 0974092231, 9780974092232. 
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Questions That Get Results: Innovative Ideas Managers Can Use to Improve Their Teams' Performance, Paul Cherry,

Patrick Connor , 2010, 0470925566, 9780470925560. Ask the right questions and get improved, sustained employee

performanceSince technology has made it easy to access, share, and distribute company data, many managers avoid live

interaction, instead relying on emails, text messages, Web-based seminars to manage their employees. But although

technology has changed, people have not. There is still a need for effective face-to-face communication; managers need

to have the ability to ask the right questions and use the answers to find solutions.Questions That Get Results is an

innovative, powerful resource that provides managers with the questions that lead to real answers for motivating

employees, minimizing conflicting priorities, maximizing working relationships, building trust, holding the team

accountable, coaching for greater performance, selling ideas, creating change, hiring the best candidates, and

negotiating solutions to internal and external conflicts.Each chapter profiles a manager who is struggling to communicate,

an otherwise successful leader who is simply missing an element in their managerial toolkitFollowing each profile are

practical tools that will assist any manager faced with a similar situationTogether the authors train approximately 30,000

professionals per yearIncrease your effectiveness and bring out the best in your employees by learning the Questions

That Get Results.

...as Broadcast in Beijing: Merseyside ACME: a Social Impact Study, Roger Hill, Gerri Moriarty , 2001, 0953825418,

9780953825417. 

Early Bristol Paddle-steamer Shipwrecks: With an Introductory Sketch of the Beginning of Paddle-steamer Activity Out of

Bristol, George Harries , 1993, 0951520733, 9780951520734. 

Becoming a Synthesizer Wizard, Pierre dti Publishing Askmo , 2010, 1598637134, 9781598637137. With the rise digital

recording software and the advent of the one man computer music studio there has been an astronomical rise in the

number of people with software instruments, but many of these musicians have no idea how to use the modular

synthesiz

The Essential Teachings of Islam, Kerry Brown, Martin Palmer , 1987, 0099731207, 9780099731207. 

Southern Living Off the Eaten Path: Second Helpings: Tasty eats and delicious stories from the South's less-traveled

trails, Morgan Murphy , 2013, 0848739558, 9780848739553. Off the Eaten Path: Second Helpings takes you on the

ultimate road trip and into some of the South's most tucked-away diners, drive-ins and dives with food critic and travel

writer Morgan Murphy as he cruises the roads less traveled in 16 Southern states. More than a cookbook, Second

Helpings charts the best Southern foods at off-road diners, roadside food stands, and independently owned restaurants

from Texas and Appalachia to the Gulf and Atlantic Coasts, gathering up a bellyful of recipes, laughs, and Southern lore

along the way. Second Helpings devours the South in five big bites, each chapter charting a tasty trail through one

Southern sub region. Each of the five recipe chapters covers three to four states, eight to 12 eateries, and 24 to 32
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restaurant recipes that will inspire your own home cooking. With humor and his uniquely Southern voice, Murphy

introduces you to each restaurant, recipe, and attraction, highlighting the best iconic Southern dishes to try in each

region, from biscuits and gravy to white barbecued chicken and peanut butter pie. Worth the drive: Murphy showcases

one restaurant, character, or dish in each state as not just worth stopping for but worth driving out of your way to see--

a BEST in each state.

NorthStar: Focus on Reading and Writing, Robert Cohen , 2001, 0130306479, 9780130306470. 

Teaching Secondary Science: Constructing Meaning and Developing Understanding, Keith Ross, Liz Lakin, Janet

McKechnie , 2010, 0203857518, 9780203857519. Now fully updated in its third edition Teaching Secondary Science is a

comprehensive guide to all aspects of science teaching, providing a wealth of information and ideas about different

approaches. With guidance on how children understand scientific ideas and the implications this has on teaching,

teachers are encouraged to construct their own meanings and become reflective in their practice. Relating science to

government agendas, such as the National Strategies, Assessment for Learning and Every Child Matters, this new edition

reflects and maps to changes in national standards. Key features include: illustrative examples for use in the classroom

theoretical grounding linked to practical application the pros and cons of different approaches MLevel support materials

additional section on earth, atmosphere and space advice on teaching difficult ideas education for sustainable

development managing the science classroom and health and safety support for talk for learning, and advice on

numeracy in science. Presenting an environmentally sustainable, global approach to science teaching, this book

emphasises the need to build on and challenge childrens existing ideas so they better understand the world in which they

live. Essential reading for all students and practising teachers, this invaluable book will support those undertaking

secondary science PGCEs and provides material suitable for those studying at M Level. 

Splendour in the Grass: Innovations in Administration, , 2008, 0670082147, 9780670082148. Contributed articles and

case studies.

A Memorable Ride: The End to End and 1000 Miles Records, William Welsh, John Pinkerton Memorial Publishing Fund ,

2007, 0955211565, 9780955211560. 

Biology, Kenneth Raymond Miller , 2004, 0131662554, 9780131662551. Authors Kenneth Miller and Joseph Levine

continue to set the standard for clear, accessible writing and up-to-date content that engages student interest. Prentice

Hall Biology utilizes a student-friendly approach that provides a powerful framework for connecting the key concepts a

biology. Students explore concepts through engaging narrative, frequent use of analogies, familiar examples, and clear

and instructional graphics. Whether using the text alone or in tandem with exceptional ancillaries and technology,

teachers can meet the needs of every student at every learning level.

King of the Dead, Gene DeWeese , 1996, 0786904836, 9780786904839. Once a powerful human wizard, Firan Zal'honan
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is transformed into Azalin, the King of the Dead, an anguished undead ruler with limitless dark powers, who can neither

gain his own freedom nor bring back to life his long-dead son. Original. 50,000 first printing.

Income Support Guide 1993, Stationery Office, The , 1994, . 

De Valera in America: The Rebel President and the Making of Irish Independence, Dave Hannigan , 2010, 0230619193,

9780230619197. Eamon de Valera is one of the most famous characters in Irish history. He commanded troops during

the famous 1916 Easter Rising, co-authored the present-day Irish constitution, and in 1926, he founded Fianna Fil, which

continues to be the largest political party in Ireland today. In June 1919, he arrived at the Waldorf-Astoria

Hotelpronouncing himself the "President of Ireland."He was on a mission to convince the United States to recognize

Ireland as an independent nation, and also to fund the independence movement, which would be a clear affront to

Britain. De Valera went on togive speeches in some of America's largest venues, including Madison Square Garden and

Fenway Park, where he drew crowds of 60,000 people. Over the course of that year, he accumulated fame and

scandal,but more importantly, he gained essential financial support for the fledgling Irish Republic. Here, for the first

time, award-winning journalist Dave Hannigan follows de Valera on his controversial trip across America, exploring his

questionable personal and political relationships, and thecosts and benefits of his perilous crusade. From newspaper

headlines to cloak and dagger antics, Hannigan delivers a truly unique slice of Irish Americana, bringing to life this pivotal

moment in history.

The Local Authorities (Calculation of Council Tax Base) (Amendment) (England) Regulations 2003, Great Britain , 2003,

0110482077, 9780110482071. Enabling power: Local Government Finance Act 1992, ss. 33 (5) (6), 34 (4), 44 (5) (6), 45

(4) (5), 48 (5) (6), 116 & Greater London Authority Act 1999, ss. 88 (6) (7), 89 (7). Issued: 27.11.2003. Made:

24.11.2003. Laid: 27.11.2003. Coming into force: 19.12.2003. Effect: S.I. 1992/612 amended. Territorial extent &

classification: E. General

State Laws and Published Ordinances: Firearms 2000, United States Government Printing Office , 2000, 0160505542,

9780160505546. 

3D in Print: Breathing New Life Into 2D Media, John Gilhooly , 2009, 0982560230, 9780982560235. Using 3D graphics to

add a new dimension to 2D print media.

Watch This!, Level 1-5 Grade 1: Harcourt School Publishers Storytown Georgia, Hsp , 2007, 0153815965,

9780153815966. 

Math in Context 8. Resource Masters, Student Exercises, Frank Ebos , 1992, 0176026134, 9780176026134. 

Queen Victoria, Lytton Strachey , 1978, 015675696X, 9780156756969. This is the definitive biography of Britains

greatest monarch, who was hailed at once as the mother of her people and as the embodied symbol of their imperial

greatness. One of the surpassingly beautiful prose achievements of our time (Chicago Daily News). Index; illustrations.
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Thinking Up a Hurricane: A Childhood at Sea, Martinique Stilwell , 2012, 0143530348, 9780143530343. 

The Magistrates' Courts Fees Order 2005, Great Britain , 2005, 0110738551, 9780110738550. Enabling power: Courts

Act 2003, s. 92, 108 (6). Issued: 28.12.2005. Made: 20.12.2005. Laid: 20.12.2005. Coming into force: 10.01.2006.

Effect: S.I. 2003/3184 amended. Territorial extent & classification: E/W. General. Revoked by S.I. 2008/1052 (L.4) (ISBN

9780110813554)

Connections: Linking Life to Learning, Wax Family Printing, LLC , 2004, . 

Free Ralph!: An Evolutionary Fable, Stephen Wing , 2008, 0979390702, 9780979390708. Ralph is the stage name of

Kumbu, a chimpanzee who was kidnapped in infancy and trained as a trapeze performer in the circus. As his debut

performance approaches, primatology professor Dr. Jane Keller mounts a campaign to return Ralph to the wild.

Meanwhile, an aging small-town janitor named Wilbur Trimble is fulfilling his lifelong dream of an African safari when he

gets lost in the jungle and adopted by a band of chimpanzees. When the chimps discover that he has the Gift the ability

to communicate telepathically, as they do they commission him to rescue a lost little one . . . named Kumbu. As the story

builds to a climax on opening day of the circus, the chimpanzees have much to teach Wilbur about ecological reality.

Strained Organic Molecules, Arthur Greenberg, Jol F. Liebman , 1978, 0122995503, 9780122995507. 

Human Biological Variation, James H. Mielke, Lyle W. Konigsberg, John Relethford , 2006, 0195188713, 9780195188714.

This text explores human biological variation in its broadest sense--from the molecular to the physiological and

morphological--focusing on the micro-evolutionary analysis of genetic variation among recent human populations.

Authoritative yet accessible, Human Biological Variation opens with an introduction to basic genetics and the evolutionary

forces that set the stage for understanding human diversity. It goes on to offer a detailed and clear discussion of

molecular genetics and its uses and relationship to anthropological and evolutionary models. The text features up-to-date

discussions of "classic" genetic markers (blood groups, enzymes, and proteins), along with extensive background on DNA

analysis and detailed coverage of satellite DNA, single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), Alu inserts, and the coalescent

model. The book addresses such current issues as the meaning and significance of "race," quantitative genetics and the

"nature versus nurture" debates, biocultural interactions, population structure, and cultural and historical influences on

patterns of human variation. Human Biological Variation lucidly explains the use of probability and statistics in studies of

human variation and adaptation, keeping the mathematics at the level of basic algebra. It also presents computer

simulations in a manner that makes complex issues easily understandable. Integrating examples on topics that are of

particular interest to students--including dyslexia, IQ, and homosexuality--Human Biological Variation provides the most

thorough thorough view of our biological diversity and is ideal for upper-level undergraduate and graduate classes on

human adaptation and variation.

And the band played on: politics, people, and the AIDS epidemic, Randy Shilts , 1987, 014011369X, 9780140113693. By
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the time Rock Hudson's death in 1985 alerted all America to the danger of the AIDS epidemic, the disease had spread

across the nation, killing thousands of people and emerging as the greatest health crisis of the 20th century. America

faced a troubling question: What happened? How was this epidemic allowed to spread so far before it was taken

seriously? In answering these questions, Shilts weaves weaves the disparate threads into a coherent story, pinning down

every evasion and contradiction at the highest levels of the medical, political, and media establishments. Shilts shows

that the epidemic spread wildly because the federal government put budget ahead of the nation's welfare; health

authorities placed political expediency before the public health; and scientists were often more concerned with

international prestige than saving lives. Against this backdrop, Shilts tells the heroic stories of individuals in science and

politics, public health and the gay community, who struggled to alert the nation to the enormity of the danger it faced.

And the Band Played On is both a tribute to these heroic people and a stinging indictment of the institutions that failed

the nation so badly.

Handle with Care: A Novel, Jodi Picoult , 2009, 0743296419, 9780743296410. Things break all the time. Day breaks,

waves break, voices break. Promises break. Hearts break. Every expectant parent will tell you that they don't want a

perfect baby, just a healthy one. Charlotte and Sean O'Keefe would have asked for a healthy baby, too, if they'd been

given the choice. Instead, their lives are made up of sleepless nights, mounting bills, the pitying stares of "luckier"

parents, and maybe worst of all, the what-ifs. What if their child had been born healthy? But it's all worth it because

Willow is, well, funny as it seems, perfect. She's smart as a whip, on her way to being as pretty as her mother, kind,

brave, and for a five-year-old an unexpectedly deep source of wisdom. Willow is Willow, in sickness and in health.

Everything changes, though, after a series of events forces Charlotte and her husband to confront the most serious what-

ifs of all. What if Charlotte should have known earlier of Willow's illness? What if things could have been different? What

if their beloved Willow had never been born? To do Willow justice, Charlotte must ask herself these questions and one

more. What constitutes a valuable life? Emotionally riveting and profoundly moving, Handle with Care brings us into the

heart of a family bound by an incredible burden, a desperate will to keep their ties from breaking, and, ultimately, a

powerful capacity for love. Written with the grace and wisdom she's become famous for, beloved #1 New York Times

bestselling author Jodi Picoult offers us an unforgettable novel about the fragility of life and the lengths we will go to

protect it.

Discovering Adventure in Special Care: Featuring the "Celebrationo of the Self": A Celebration of Life and Individuality, a

Journey Into Adventure, Exploring Opportunities for Enhancing Special Care Needs, Rosemary Dunne , 1998,

0968061613, 9780968061619. 

Criminal Activity, Racy Bunny , , . 

Good dogs bad habits: the complete A-to-Z guide for solving your dog's behavior problems, Jeanne Carlson, Ranny Green
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, 1995, 1416535500, 9781416535508. 

Development ethics: a guide to theory and practice, Denis Goulet , 1995, 0945257643, 9780945257646. A pioneering

work by one of the pioneers in development ethics, who has long been at the leading edge of development in linking the

worlds of thought and action. This new field of study has emerged from a heightened awareness of social issues and

values in development and a recognition of the need for application of something more than "normal ethics" in this

important realm of human endeavor. After setting forth the contours of this new discipline, the author formulates general

principles underlying ethical strategies in development and discusses their application in such topics as technology for

development, ecology and ethics, culture and tradition, and the ethics of aid. Written for scholars, students, and

practitioners of development: national and international policy-makers, program planners, project managers, field

workers, and those local "communities of need", the presumed beneficiaries of development.

Report on the NHS summarised accounts 2006-07: achieving financial balance, Great Britain: National Audit Office ,

2007, 0102951659, 9780102951653. In the last financial year the Department of Health made financial recovery priority

and managed to turn the deficits of 2005-06 to a surplus of 505 million in 2006-07. The Comptroller and Auditor General

is the statutory auditor of the financial accounts of the NHS and has the duty to certify and report to Parliament on them.

This report is published alongside in the NHS Summarised Accounts to provide more detail on the financial performance

of the NHS, how it moved into balance and the challenges that face it in the future.

California Missions Collector Cards, David John McLaughlin , 2004, 0960476032, 9780960476039. These trading card size

collectables are popular with both children and adults. They are a fun and informative learning tool, researched and

written by a team of mission scholars. The collection contains cards for each of the 21 California Missions and a bonus

card that shows the location of all the missions and the flags for each period of governance of California: Spain

(1769-1821), Mexico (1821-1848) and the United States (since 1848). The front of each mission card shows a full color

photograph of the mission along with the official name, popular name and date of founding. The back of each card

highlights the mission history, provides the names of the Founder President and Founding missionaries, describes the

location and current status of the mission and explains for whom it is named.

Thanks!: Seeing God's World with a Grateful Heart, Leslie B. Flynn , 2005, 0972486933, 9780972486934. The author

shares thoughts and ways to say Thanks! by telling stories of how and why people have shown their appreciation --

thanks to God, thanks to family, thanks to friends, and thanks to strangers. In 366 stories Flynn shows us why we should

be thankful people with grateful hearts. Included are stories of Thanks! by well-known people such as Billy and Franklin

Graham, Philip Yancy, Chuck Colson, Barbara Johnson, and Mitsuo Fuchida, who became a Christian a few years after

leading the Japansee air attack on Pearl Harbor.

Optimization in Operations Research, Ronald L. Rardin , 1998, 0132819252, 9780132819251. Covers a broad range of
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optimization techniques, including linear programming, network flows, integer/combinational optimization, and nonlinear

programming. The book emphasizes the importance of modelling and problem formulation, showing how to apply

algorithms to real-world problems.


